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PART 1 

(OPEN TO THE PUBLIC) 
ITEM NO. 

TO THE CITY COUNCIL ON WEDNESDAY, 23 FEBRUARY 2022 

Subject:  2022/23 REVENUE BUDGET AND CAPITAL PROGRAMME 

Recommendations:   

Members are requested to: 

1. Note and support the risk assessment of reserves and assumptions made in preparing the 
revenue budget for 2022/23, and accordingly approve a revenue budget of £206.565m 

2. Approve in accordance with the formal resolution set out in Appendix 4: 

a) That the revised revenue estimates for 2021/22 and 2022/23 as set out in this report be 
approved. 

b) That the council confirms the decision of the Lead Member for Finance and Support 
Services on 6 January 2022 to approve the calculation of 71,905 as the council’s council tax 
base for the year 2022/23 (Item T in the formula in Section 31B (1) of the Local Government 
Finance Act 1992, as amended). 

c) That the council confirms the action of the chief finance officer (s151 officer) in approving a 
business rates estimate which shows £83.070m as the council’s share of its retained 
business rates for 2022/23.  

d) That the following amounts be now calculated by the council for the year 2022/23 in 
accordance with Sections 31 to 36 of the Local Government Finance Act 1992 (the Act): 

1. £723,796,907  being the aggregate of the amounts which the council estimates for the 
items set out in Section 31A (2) of the Act representing the gross revenue budget of the 
council. 

 
2. £596,254,694  being the aggregate of the amounts which the council estimates for the 

items set out in Section 31A (3) of the Act  
 

3. £127,542,213 being the amount by which the aggregate at 1 above exceeds the 
aggregate at 2 above, calculated by the council, in accordance with Section 31A (4) of 
the Act, as its council tax requirement for the year. (Item R in the formula in Section 31A 
(4) of the Act).  

 
4. £1,773.76  being the amount at 3 above, divided by Item T ((b) above) calculated by 

the council, in accordance with Section31B (1) of the Act, as the basic amount of its 
council tax for the year. 

 
3. Approve the HRA budget for 2022/23 as set out in Part 2 

a) Identifies that the estimated outturn expenditure for 2021/22 is expected to have a 
contribution to HRA reserves of £0.020m and consequently the balances held in reserve at 

31 March 2022 are forecasted to be £7.187m. 

b) Identifies that the City Mayor has approved a 4.1% increase in rents for 2022/23 based 

upon the government’s formula of CPI plus 1%. 
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4. Request that each Lead Member and Strategic Director monitors expenditure against budget to 
ensure that overall net expenditure is contained within budget, and for the Lead Member for 
Finance and Support Services and the Chief Finance Officer (s151 officer) to report to Overview 
and Scrutiny Board on progress with the budget on a corporate basis 

5. Approve a capital programme of £138.208m for 2022/23 and the proposed sources of funding 
as set out in Part 3 and detailed in Appendix 6, and require all capital proposals  be referred to 
the Procurement Board for approval as required by the constitution, supported by detailed 
funding arrangements, prior to contractual commitments being made. 

6. Approve the treasury management prudential indicators for 2021/22 to 2025/26 as set out in 
Part 4.  

7. Approve the delegation of authority to the Chief Finance Officer (S151 officer) after consultation 
with Lead Member for Finance and Support Services and the City Mayor, to make any 
necessary technical adjustments to the figures upon receipt of any further details associated to 

the final Local Government Finance Settlement. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:   

The 2022/23 settlement 

Whilst a 3-year spending review was announced in October 2021, the local government settlement 
was for one year only. Significant changes to local government funding are anticipated in 2023/24 
with the government committing to consulting with the local government sector during 2022/23 on 
issues such as fair funding and business rates retention. 

At a national level, 2022/23 funding headlines included: 

 Core Spending Power (CSP) increase 7.4% (£3.7bn). 

 £2.3bn of additional grant funding within core spending power. 

 Core council tax referendum level of 2% with an adult social care precept of 1% for 2022/23 

plus any unapplied adult social care precept from 2021/22 up to the limit for that year of 3% 

 The introduction of a 2022/23 services grant (£822m) which is received by all authorities, 

allocated taking council tax equalisation into account. 

 The Lower Tier Services Grant (£111m) and rural services grant £85m continue as in 
2021/22.  

 A further one-off payment for new homes bonus, plus a final legacy payment. 

 Inflation has been applied to the improved Better Care funding and a further £636m added 

to the Social Care Grant. 

Protecting the council’s priorities - development of the budget 2022/23 

The council’s approach to strategic planning and budget framework planning is set out in the 
Medium-term Financial Strategy, which is being considered by council alongside the budget report. 
A three-year budget strategy has been developed to manage the council’s financial position on a 
longer term basis. This forecasts budget gaps of £11.3m and £11.1m for 2023/24 and 2024/25 
respectively. 

The council continues to progress the transformation of services and is developing an Innovate 
Salford programme to identify opportunities to develop sustainable savings to address future budget 
gaps. 
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Service group proposals  

Service Reform 

The Service Reform directorate provides support and enabling services to ensure smooth running 
of the council’s business and ongoing service improvement and redesign. 

The directorate continues to seek ways to improve collection of local taxation – both council tax and 
business rates – in a socially just, fair and responsible way.  It is credit to this approach that 
collection levels were maintained during 2021/22 despite the impact of the pandemic. 

The directorate contributed to the whole council effort to support residents and businesses since the 
outbreak of the pandemic in March 2020 and throughout 2021. This included developing a policy for 
the distribution of business grants to target those most affected by the lock-downs and restrictions 
to business and the efficient distribution of those grants; continuing assessment and distribution of 
self-isolation support payments; supporting the NHS with swift roll-out of the vaccination 
programme; continued operation and development of the Spirit of Salford customer service and 
face to face customer service operation through Gateways. 

For 2022/2023, we will continue to: 

 Lead on the medium-term financial strategy to ensure an annual balanced budget 

 Enable further innovation and service redesign to ensure continuity of services for residents 

 Deliver savings agreed under the 2022/23 revenue budget 

Children’s Services 

Children’s services continue to tackle their budget pressures by a relentless focus on effective and 
innovative work to enable more children and young people to stay safely with their families. Route 
29 which is our model to support families on the edge of care, or struggling in care, has proved 
highly successful in meeting needs and has led to a clear reduction in young people entering care 
and a reduced need for placements outside Salford, with intensive support meeting their needs at 
home. However, the significant increase in placement costs nationally has reduced the actual 
financial benefit expected but has led to significant cost avoidance. Other innovations such as our 
Transforming care model for young people with very complex SEND needs has also proved 
successful in supporting families to stay together. 

Our model of neighbourhood working has continued to develop and Salford now has well 
established Family Hubs in our communities which are becoming increasingly well used, with the 
range of services on offer expanding rapidly. The neighbourhood support system linked to our 
partnership with schools, early years settings and our college is helping us manage the increasing 
needs of families due to the on-going impact of Covid on their welfare and wellbeing. A significant 
deterioration in the mental health and children and their parents, increased poverty, and the loss of 
significant people for so many, has resulted in increased complexity of cases referred to Children’s 
Social Care. The effectiveness of practice is being constantly reviewed and developed and children 
are not coming back into care once they have left and once cases are closed to children’s services, 
re-referral rates are low. 

Salford has an increasing number of children and young people identified with special educational 
needs and disabilities and our focus is on meeting needs early. Due to the level of projected 
overspend on the High Needs DSG element of our budget, the Department for Education invited 
Salford to engage in a “Safety Valve” negotiation. An agreement was reached whereby the 
department would pay £15.1m to close our debt by 2025/26 subject to us implementing additional 
innovations to support us to live within our budget. This has proved a highly successful agreement 
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with opportunity for the development of further programmes to support the children and young 
people of Salford and these will be implemented in the coming year. 

Salford continues to work in partnership with the CCG through integrated budgets and multi-agency 
delivery systems. We continue to be grateful to the CCG for their level of investment in children and 
the encouragement of innovation. 

Adult Health and Social Care 

The impact of Covid-19 has continued to be relentless for Adult Social Care, with continued 
pressure to discharge people from hospital quickly due to acute hospital pressures, plus support 
more people in their own homes and manage the pressures in residential care. Workforce 
pressures have been significant, with staff needing to isolate and recruitment difficulties being 
evident in many posts. The budget is significantly overspent despite Covid funding being used to 
support the requirements. 

Despite these pressures, the integrated funding and delivery of services has led to shared decision 
making and priorities and shared management of budget challenges. Salford’s new Intermediate 
Care Unit opened, offering rapid and effective preparation for discharge home, a new social care 
model of Community Led Support is leading to strengths-based approaches and more creative 
offers for people to maximise their quality of life and the efficiency programmes planned for the year 
have been implemented in part. 

Salford has been piloting a new model of community support for adults with significant mental 
health needs over the last three-years called Living Well, and the funding for this to be 
mainstreamed across Salford has just been finalised. The success of this approach is already being 
seen and feedback from those using the services has been very positive.  

Salford’s wider support for adults in the city has remained highly effective, with significant benefit 
derived from the Welfare Rights and Debt Advice service ensuring people maximise their income 
and manage their debts. Housing support services work in partnership to minimize those who 
become homeless due to poverty and to find suitable homes for those who need them. The health 
Improvement Service has offered many health support programmes to adults of all ages and is 
working increasingly closely with the Adult Social Care service around community support. Those 
staff have also worked tirelessly in communities to encourage the take-up of the Covid vaccine. 

The budget for Adult Social Care will remain a significant pressure for the next year, with the 
commitments of the Health and Care bill being underfunded from a Social Care perspective. 
Partnership working to tackle the pressures will continue to be essential. The development of the 
Integrated Care System for Greater Manchester is complex and still leaves many aspects to be 
clarified for the future in terms of governance and budget management. We are working closely on 
the development of new arrangements for Salford using the strength of our partnership system to 
assist us. 

Public Health  

The council has a statutory responsibility to protect and improve the health of the population and to 
reduce health inequalities. The directorate has been integral to the city’s Covid response – in 
particular understanding and managing covid cases/outbreaks as well as leading infection control 
and prevention measures across the city. Covid-19 has exposed some of the historical barriers that 
people face, and it has directly and indirectly affected people’s experiences of health inequalities. 
While the life expectancy gap within the city was closing, we are seeing stalling of these 
improvements and a widening gap away from the England average. The difference between 
different parts of the city is currently around ten years for both females and males. 

The Salford Locality Plan 2020-25 is our roadmap on how we will improve people's health and 
prevent and reduce illness.  The annual public health annual report describes the next steps in the 
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locality plan and the role of public health. Public Health work with local organisations and 
communities to improve people’s health and wellbeing and to avoid or reduce the risk of illness. The 
team are working with communities and voluntary sector colleagues to raise the profile and uptake 
of the public health prevention programmes, and to address historical barriers and inequalities. This 
helps to reach varied and diverse groups of people across the city. 

The directorate has delivered a balanced budget every year and is forecast to do so in 2022/23. 
From 2015, there has been a year-on-year reduction to the national public health funding, which 
has resulted in a cumulative £3.454m reduction in Salford. The King’s Fund estimates that the 
reduction in public health spend means that local authority spending per head on key prevention 
services has fallen by almost a quarter in real terms between 2014/15 and 2019/20. This is in 
addition to council savings.  

The council receives public health funding, originally through a grant from the Department of Health 
but since 2017 through the Greater Manchester business rates retention pilot. The funding delivers 
numerous public health services such as infection control and health protection, health 
improvement, sexual health, substance misuse, and 0-19 services. The funding also supports 
improvements to wider prevention services in the council to address the wider determinants of 
health.  

In 2020/21, there was an uplift in the grant of £1,381,492 announced during Covid-19 which was 
the first time in many years, and additional one-off Covid-19 funding was received to contain the 
virus. Public Health funding allocations whether recurrent or one-off have been outstripped by the 
level of demand and need from austerity before Covid-19. One-off grants for weight management, 
mental health and sexual health have been received this year and several bidding opportunities 
have been announced. These clearly highlight the precarious nature of prevention funding. 

The much awaited public health grant for 2022/23 was announced on 7 Feb with £22,601,388 
allocated to Salford. While it is a 2.81% increase, it is below the current level of inflation, and will 
result in additional pressures in the integrated health and care budget. At a time of increased 
demand and pressure on services, we remain committed to tackle inequalities and the impacts of 
the Covid pandemic. The public health team and partners will continue to bid for one-off funding 
opportunities to enable us to sustain prevention services in challenging times. 

Place 

The Place Directorate drives forward the council’s inclusive growth agenda through economic 
regeneration and development alongside delivering a very broad range of services that touch almost 
every aspect of residents’ daily lives. The work we undertake is highly visible including activities 
like bin collections, keeping the city clean, neighbourhood management, supporting the police in the 
fight against crime, car park management and issuing various licenses and other regulatory work. 
Much of our work is a statutory requirement (such as the duty to maintain our highways as one 
example of many) and we rely heavily on income generation. 

Alongside other services in the council, Place has had to act swiftly to the pandemic, taking on new 
roles and responsibilities to support residents and businesses though-out lockdowns. Last year in 
responding to the roadmap in coming out of the third national lockdown and “Plan B” measures 
following the Omicron variant, we have had to continuously innovate and modify our approach to 
service delivery assisting in the distribution of further business grants, helping businesses to adapt to 
new trading conditions and embrace innovation, whilst supporting the safe re-opening of our high 
streets and continuous delivery of essential services.  

Coinciding with this, the city’s economic landscape has undergone significant change over the past 
year and has presented Place Services with unprecedented financial challenges against a budget 
that has already been reduced by £23.2m over the last 7 years.   

Within this period the council has recognised the importance of vital services in key areas such as 
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street cleansing, the upkeep of parks and opens spaces, planning and building control and as such 
has continued to invest in these frontline services.  

For 2022/2023, we will continue to: 

 Ensure that essential Place services are delivered whilst supporting the recovery of the city, 

our residents, and businesses in living with Covid.  

 Deliver essential investment against our skills and work programme, providing a brokerage 
role in providing opportunities to young people progressing into education and work, 
connecting adults to employment and training opportunities, and supporting businesses to 

create sustainable opportunities for local people. 

 Maximise the use of technology in meeting the needs of residents and operational 
responsiveness, with a clear focus on customer outcomes that will continue to drive 

efficiencies. 

 Generate income and explore further opportunities across our commercial services. 

 Deliver effective re-procurement and contract management negotiations in buying products 

and services.  

 Secure further investment and funding to facilitate and enable new infrastructure and 

development into the city, generating further council tax and business rates.  
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The Budget Report 

This report sets out the specific proposals for the 2022/23 revenue budget and council tax, housing 
revenue account (HRA) budget, capital programme and prudential borrowing limits and is produced 
in 5 parts: 

Part 1 2022/23 revenue budget and council tax 

 Identifies that the outturn for 2022/23 is expected to show a break-even position against the 

budget, with general reserves expected to remain £13.2m. 

 Sets out the key factors taken into consideration in determining the budget and council tax, 
resulting in a proposed 3.99% increase in council tax for Salford’s services which 

includes an additional 2% for adult social care. This gives a band D council tax of 
£1,773.76 for the council’s services of which £210.34 relates to the cumulative precept for 

adult social care. 

 Sets out the details of the government finance settlement for 2022/23 for Salford, which 
gives an increase in settlement funding on a like-for-like basis of 7.4%, noting that this is 

partly driven by anticipated increases in council tax income. 

 Identifies that, taking into account a 3.99% council tax increase and government resources 
from the settlement funding process, total net resources of £206.565m are available to 

deliver the desired outcomes for 2022/23.  

 Identifies that savings totalling £7.802m will be required to ensure that net expenditure is 

contained within the available net resources. 

 Recognises that the council continues to maintain its financial health by retaining a 

sufficient level of reserves that is supported by a risk assessment. 

 Notes the proposed Mayoral Police and Crime Commissioner precept of £228.30 at band D 
(£218.30 in 2021/22) and Mayoral general precept (including fire services) of £102.95 at 

band D (£90.95 in 2021/22). 

 Proposes that overall council tax will be £1,403.34 at band A and £2,105.01 at band D, an 
overall increase of £60.05 (band A) and £90.05 (band D) on 2021/22. Single person 

households will pay 25% less. 

Part 2 2022/23 HRA Revenue Budget 

 Identifies that the estimated outturn expenditure for 2021/22 is expected to have a 
contribution to HRA reserves of £0.020m and consequently the balances held in reserve at 

31 March 2022 are forecasted to be £7.187m. 

 Identifies that the City Mayor has approved a 4.1% increase in rents for 2022/23 based 

upon the government’s formula of CPI plus 1%. 

Part 3 Capital Strategy 2022/23 to 2024/25 

 Identifies that funding is available for a capital programme of £138.208m in 2022/23. 

 Identifies that general unsupported borrowing of £26.070m will be used in support and the 
capital financing charges on that unsupported borrowing can be met from the revenue 
budget. Provision for the revenue financing costs of unsupported borrowing has been made 

in the 2022/23 revenue budget and future budget planning. 

 Identifies the priorities for investment to be met from that available funding. 
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Part 4 Prudential Indicators for 2021/22 to 2025/26 

 Identifies the prudential limits for the next three-years required to be set in accordance with 
the Local Government Act 2003 and the Prudential Code for Capital Finance produced by 
CIPFA. These indicate the affordability of the council’s capital expenditure and borrowing 
plans from the revenue budget and housing rents, together with the limits that will be 

adopted in the management of the council’s borrowing and investments. 

Part 5 Summary of Recommendations and Appendices 

 Contains a summary of the recommendations and detailed supporting information, 
including the formal resolutions relating to the setting of the council tax levy for 2022/23 to 

comply with the Local Government Finance Act 1992 at Appendix 4. 

 

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS: 

Local government finance settlement  

Working papers held in the finance division. 

 

KEY DECISION: YES 

 

KEY COUNCIL POLICIES: 

Budget Strategy, Mayoral team priorities, Business Plans 

 

EQUALITIES IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND IMPLICATIONS: 

As part of this decision making process, the Public Sector Equality Duty Decision requires council 
staff and elected members to consider what will be the impact on people with protected 
characteristics, whether in the wider city or in our own organisation. The Council needs to 
understand who will be affected, how will they be affected and where possible how to minimise 
unintended negative consequences by planning in mitigations from the start.  

This report sets out the Mayor’s budget proposals for Full Council to set the budget. Some 
proposals will need further development for Cabinet to make a specific decision. For these 
proposals a relevance check is required and, where it is indicated as needed by the relevance 
check, a full Equalities Impact Assessment will be undertaken to inform the City Mayor when 
making that decision 

ASSESSMENT OF RISK:  

Paragraph 1.20 in Part 1 of this report contains an assessment by the Chief Finance Officer (s151 
officer) of the risks associated with the revenue budget and Appendix 2 contains a risk assessment 

of the adequacy of reserves expected to be held at 31 March 2022.  

 

1. LEGAL IMPLICATIONS: Iolanda Puzio – City Solicitor 
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The Local Government Finance Act 1992 sets out what the Council has to base its budget 
calculations on and requires the Council to set a balanced budget for the following year by 11 
March. Section 25 of the Local Government Act 2003 requires the Council to have regard to the 
advice of the chief finance officer (S151 officer) as to the robustness of the estimates made for the 
purposes of the calculations and the adequacy of the proposed financial reserves.  

The calculation of the council tax requirement and the formulation of plans and strategies for control 
of the Council’s borrowing, investments, capital expenditure and for determining the Council’s 
minimum reserve position are executive functions.  The approval of such plans and strategies is a 
function reserved to full Council.   

The process to be followed to set the budget is therefore that the City Mayor and Cabinet 
recommend a draft budget to Council for approval.  If the majority of Council does not approve the 
budget it will be referred back to the City Mayor.  The City Mayor will consider the comments of 
Council and then present a further draft budget to Council, which can only be rejected by a two 
thirds majority of Council.   

The financial position must be closely monitored and members must satisfy themselves that 
sufficient mechanisms are in place to ensure the delivery of savings as well as to ensure that any 
new expenditure is contained within the available resources.  

In approving the budget, members must also have regard to the Public Sector Equality Duty in 
making their decision. Further information in respect of this duty is set out earlier in this report. 

The Monitoring Officer has been consulted in the preparation of this report and is satisfied that the 
proposals set out in this report comply with the constitutional and legal requirements for the budget 
setting process.  

2. FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS: 

This report has been prepared by the council’s finance team in consultation with strategic directors 
and heads of service, and contains full financial implications around the budget, council tax and 
housing rent setting. 

 

Contact officers: 

Joanne Hardman – telephone no. 793 3156 

e-mail: joanne.hardman@salford.gov.uk 

Chris Hesketh - telephone no. 793 2668 

e-mail: chris.hesketh@salford.gov.uk 

Tony Thompstone - telephone no. 793 2016 

e-mail: tony.thompstone@salford.gov.uk 

Paul Hutchings (HRA) - telephone no. 793 2574 

e-mail: paul.hutchings@salford.gov.uk 

Alex Archer (capital) – telephone no. 778 0498 

e-mail: alex.archer@salford.gov.uk 

mailto:joanne.hardman@salford.gov.uk
mailto:paula.summersfield@salford.gov.uk
mailto:tony.thompstone@salford.gov.uk
mailto:paul.hutchings@salford.gov.uk
mailto:chris.mee@salford.gov.uk
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3. PROCUREMENT IMPLICATIONS: Anthony Hilton – Strategic Head of Procurement 

The procurement team will continue to work collaboratively with stakeholders and partner 
organisations to deliver improved outcomes, ensuring that financial savings linked to procurement 
activity are delivered, captured and reported to enable ongoing efficiencies to be maximised.  

 

4. HUMAN RESOURCES: Sam Betts – Assistant Director (Human Resources and Organisational 
Development) 

The HR & OD team will continue to work alongside service directorates to support the redesign of 
services in response to new ways of working, place based delivery, and new and emerging 
technologies. Ensuring appropriate workforce development plans are in place to ensure we have 
people in the right place with the right skills maximising the opportunities that the apprenticeship 
levy provides.  

5.CLIMATE CHANGE IMPLICATIONS: 

 

WARD(S) TO WHICH REPORT RELATES: 

 

All wards 
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Introduction 

This report is presented in 5 main parts and is designed to pull together the key components of the 
council’s budget into a single document. 

It is also presented in this format in order to ensure that interrelated decisions between the revenue 
budget and the capital programme, and between the general fund and HRA revenue budgets, are 
taken at the same time and can be seen to be consistent between the different funding sources. 

Finally, it also allows the requirement for the council to set three-year forward prudential indicators 
under the Local Government Act 2003 and CIPFA’s Prudential Code for Capital Finance to be 
integrated with the budget setting process, as required by the Code. 

Parts 1 to 4 seek the approval of members of the council to the following: 

Part 1 The revenue budget and council tax levy for 2022/23 14 

Part 2 The housing revenue account (HRA) Revenue budget 2 52 

Part 3 Capital Strategy 2022/23 to 2024/25 and Capital Programme  58 

Part 4 Prudential indicators 2021/22 to 2025/26 69 

In addition 

Part 5 Summary of recommendations 73 
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1 Part 1 The revenue budget and council tax levy for 

2022/23 
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1.1 The strategic planning and budget framework process 

1.1.1 The council’s approach to strategic planning and budget framework planning is set out in 
the Medium-term Financial Strategy, which is being considered by council alongside the 
budget report. A three-year budget strategy has been developed to manage the council’s 
financial position on a longer-term basis. This forecasts budget gaps of £11.3m and 
£11.1m for 2023/24 and 2024/25 respectively. 

1.2 Review of 2021/22 financial performance 

1.2.1 On 24 February 2021, the council set a budget for 2021/22 of £175.635m with an 
expectation that un-earmarked, general reserves at 31 March 2022 would be £13.2m.  

1.2.2 On 20 March 2020, Salford along with the other districts of Greater Manchester declared a 
major incident in response to the Covid-19 pandemic. During 2020/21 and 2021/22, the 
council has worked hard to ensure that critical services continue to operate and that our 
residents are supported. This response inevitably drives additional costs as evidenced in 
Table 1. In response the government has provided general emergency support funding 
along with specific support for irrecoverable sales, fees and charges and support for 
specific containment and recovery actions.  

1.2.3 Throughout 2021/22, the Overview and Scrutiny Board has received regular reports on 
expenditure against the 2021/22 budget and forecast outturn.  

Table 1 forecast full year position as at 30 November 2021 in £m 

Service area Over/(under)spend 

People (Children’s) - GF 5.453 
People (Adults) 0.602 
Place 0.000 
Service Reform 1.846 
Public Health 0.000 
Precepts and Charges 0.000 
Capital Financing -1.500 
Net cost of services  6.401 

Centrally held items:  
Call on central budgets -6.401 

Projected overall position 0.000 
Approved use of general reserves 0.000 

Estimated outturn variation 0.000 

 

1.2.4 The forecast overall position is a balanced budget. However, as indicated above there 
have been significant budget variances mainly driven by the impact of the pandemic. 

1.2.5 The majority of children’s expenditure is incurred via joint commissioning arrangements 
through the integrated fund. A risk share agreement provides that any overspend at the 
year-end will be shared by the partners in proportion to their contributions to the fund. The 
adverse variance in table 1 therefore includes an estimate of the council’s share of these 
pressures which mainly reflect the costs of looked after children and the continuing impact 
of Covid-19 upon costs and income. 
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1.2.6 As with Children’s services, the majority of adults (adult social care) expenditure is 
incurred via a joint commissioning arrangement through the integrated fund. A risk share 
agreement provides that any overspend at the year-end will be shared by the partners in 
proportion to their contributions to the fund. The council’s share of these budget pressures 
is included in table 1 above.   

1.2.7 A balanced position is forecast for 2021/22 for the Place service. Covid-19 continues to 
have an effect on the service, particularly for income streams such as parking and 
commercial and school catering. Whilst there has been improvement these services are 
not yet back to pre-covid levels. This pressure is offset by underspends relating to 
Technical Services (previously provided through Urban Vision) and planning income 
forecast for the year.  

1.2.8 For service reform there is an adverse forecast outturn of £1.846m, arising in the main 
from a significant budget pressure within Legal and Governance services. The additional 
forecast costs are driven both by Covid-19 and the increasing demand for, and complexity 
of, work undertaken by the service on behalf of all council services. A review is currently in 
progress with the shared legal service and service groups to consider how costs could be 
reduced.  

1.2.9 The capital financing budget is forecast to underspend by £1.5m at year end. This is driven 
by the ongoing impact on the minimum revenue provision of reduced levels of capital 
expenditure in 2020/21 and 2021/22. 

1.2.10 The central budgets outturn position is impacted by various covid grants received directly 
and several smaller corporate variances.  

1.2.11 The forecast year end position is based on projections as at the end of November 2021 
and is subject to potential fluctuations by year end. Any further major variation in service 
group expenditure is expected to be made good in 2022/23 and therefore there should not 
be a continuing impact on the budget. 

1.2.12 The Dedicated Schools Grant (DSG) is projected to have a negative variation of £2.646m 
at the year end. This is mainly due to pressures within the High Needs block resulting from 
both increasing demand and additional council statutory duties for 19- to 25-year-olds as a 
result of the Children’s and Families Act. During 2021/22 the council has worked with the 
Department for Education (DfE) as part of the Safety Valve programme aimed at local 
authorities with significant DSG deficits. A recovery proposal has been developed and 
submitted to the DfE in December 2021. The impact of this proposal is set out later in this 
report.  

1.3 The medium-term financial strategy  

1.3.1 The Medium-term Financial Strategy (MTFS) takes a three-year view from 2022/2023 to 
2024/2025. The MTFS is the central document for our future financial planning: 

 It plays a key role in the council’s annual budget setting process – the MTFS sets the 
financial and wider context in which the council’s annual resource allocation and budget 

setting is considered 

 Ensures the budget and our future financial plans are in line with Salford priorities 

 Covers a three-year period but is updated and reviewed regularly and will be approved 

annually by Council 
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1.3.2 There is a substantial degree of uncertainty surrounding local government funding after 
2022/23 with the continuing effects of the pandemic, a business rate reset and reform, a 
new fair funding model and changes to individual funding streams such as new homes 
bonus all impacting on the resources available to the council.  Estimates will continue to be 
revised as more accurate information becomes available. 

1.4 Level of general reserves 31 March 2022 

1.4.1 Section 25(1) (b) of the Local Government Act 2003 requires the chief finance officer (or 
“s151 officer”) to report to the authority on the adequacy of the proposed financial 
reserves. Guidance from CIPFA is that local authorities, on the advice of their chief finance 
officer, should make their own judgement on a minimum level of reserves, taking account 
of the strategic, operational, and financial risks facing the authority.  

1.4.2 A risk assessment has therefore been undertaken to establish what should be a minimum 
level of general reserves for Salford. The details are provided at Appendix 2. While the 
assessment is not an exact science, the assessment indicates that the level of general 
reserves during 2022/23 should range between a minimum of £12.9m and a desirable 
target of £24.6m. 

1.4.3 A reserves strategy is considered later in this report and in the MTFS. 

Table 2  non-earmarked general reserves as at 31 March 2022 in £m 

Balance as at 31 March 2021 13.2 

Add: 
 

Planned call on reserves in 21/22 0.0 

Estimated balance as at 31 March 2022 13.2 

 

1.5 The local government finance settlement 2022/23 

1.5.1 The government published its provisional settlement on 16 December 2021. Following 
consultation, the final settlement was published on 7 February 2022. There were no 
material changes affecting Salford between the provisional and final settlement. The 
headlines of the settlement and its impact on Salford are set out below.  

National headlines 

1.5.2 The 2022/23 settlement funding assessment indicated a headline increase of 0.9%. 

Table 3 National Data - 2022/23 settlement 

 
2021/22 2022/23 Change  

 
£m £m £m % 

Local share 14,585 14,676 91  

Revenue Support Grant 1,622 1,672 50  

Settlement Funding Assessment 16,207 16,348 141 0.9 

 

1.5.3 Other key headlines in the settlement are as follows: 

 The increase in core spending power of 7.4% in cash terms, 4% in real terms (although it 
should be noted that current and forecast inflation assumptions are now much higher). Of 
this increase £1.4bn is dependent upon councils uplifting council tax by the maximum 
amount – up to 3% in the year plus any unapplied adult social care precept from 
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2021/22.and by assuming that the tax base will grow at the five-year average for each 
council. This accounts for 40% of the increase in core spending power. 

 £2.3bn of additional grant funding within core spending power.  

 The introduction of a 2022/23 services grant (£822m) which is received by all authorities. 

allocated taking council tax equalisation into account. 

 The Lower Tier Services Grant (£111m) and rural services grant £85m continue as in 

2021/22.  

 A further one-off payment for new homes bonus, plus a final legacy payment. 

 Confirming the proposals for Council Tax referendum limits for 2022/23 as 2% core 
increase and 1% adult social care precept plus any unused increase from 2021/22 up to 

the limit for that year of 3%. 

 Inflation has been applied to the improved Better Care funding and a further £636m added 

to the Social Care Grant. 

Local headlines 

1.5.4 The headlines for the council are as follows: 

Settlement Funding Assessment (SFA) – revenue support grant, business rates 
growth and top up. 

 Settlement Funding Assessment increase of 1.1% 

 Like-for-like increase in SFA from 2021/22 £1.3m 

Council tax  

 Referendum limit for core council tax of 2% 

 Adult social care precept 1%, plus any unused increase remaining from 2021/22 up to the 

limit for that year of 3% 

Spending power  

 Spending power +7.4% (2021/22 +4.3%) 

 Net increase in spending power +£19.8m (2021/22 +£11.4m) 

Schools funding  

 DSG +8.5% (including Supplementary Schools and High Needs Additional Grants) 

 Increased by £13.8m plus £7.3m Supplementary Schools and High Needs Additional 

Grants 

Social care grants  

 Increase to the social care grant of £3.7m to £14.1m (21/22 £10.4m). 

 Inflation applied to improved better care fund to increase allocation by £0.4m to £14.1m 

(21/22 £13.7). 

 New market sustainability and fair cost of care fund grant at £0.9m. 
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1.5.5 The council, along with other Greater Manchester authorities, is a 100% BR retention pilot. 
As such, its local share of business rates includes sums that for non-pilot local authorities 
would be distributed separately as RSG and public health grant. The council is not 
disadvantaged by this, as shown below: 

Table 4 SCC Data 2022/23 Settlement £m 

 
Unadjusted 100% 

pilot 
Difference 

Business rates baseline 
   

SCC Local share 38.529 77.843 39.314 

Top up grant 34.104 38.961 4.857 

Total 72.633 116.804 44.171 

Revenue Support Grant      
RSG before grant adjustments 21.570 0.000 -21.570 

Settlement funding assessment 94.203 116.804 22.601 

PH grant 22.601 0.000 -22.601 

Total 116.804 116.804 0.000 

 

1.5.6 The change from last year’s settlement is shown below. 

Table 5 SCC Data 2022/23 Settlement 

 
2021/22 2022/23 Annual change - like 

for like  
£m £m £m % 

Business rates baseline: 
    

SCC Local share 77.843 77.843 0.000 0.0% 

Top up grant 37.699 38.961 1.262 3.3% 

Total  115.542 116.804 1.262 1.1% 

Revenue Support Grant      
RSG before grant adjustments 0.000 0.000 0.000 na 

Settlement funding assessment 115.542 116.804 1.262 1.1% 

 

Core Spending Power 

1.5.7 The government continues to use its core spending power calculations to report the 
changes in councils funding. The figures for the council are given in the following table. 
The council’s increase of 7.4% is consistent with a national increase of 7.4%.  
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Table 6 Spending Power Calculation 

 
2021/22 2022/23 Change  

 
£m £m % 

Settlement Funding Assessment 115.542 116.804  

Compensation for under-indexing BR multiplier 3.784 7.423  

Council Tax Requirement 116.174 122.920  

New Homes Bonus 6.956 5.012  

Improved Better Care Fund 13.673 14.087  

Social Care Grant 10.370 14.098  

Market Sustainability and Fair Cost of Care Fund  0.889  

Lower Tier Services Grant 0.433 0.465  

2022/23 Services grant 
 

5.007  

  266.932 286.705 7.4% 

 

1.5.8 Whilst core spending power is used as a headline indicator of local government funding it 
should be remembered that it does not demonstrate the impacts of inflationary increases 
and the increasing demands on services, which increase councils’ requirement to spend 
just to maintain a continuing service.  

1.6 Other government funding - New Homes Bonus (NHB) 

1.6.1 The NHB is to continue for 2022/23 however no legacy payments will be generated for 
future years. The government is to invite views on how the scheme can be reformed from 
2023/24 onwards. There is a significant risk that Salford will not receive an equivalent level 
of funding from any replacement scheme.  

1.6.2 Table 7 below illustrates the impact of the early curtailment of legacy payments reflecting 
government decisions in previous years to shorten legacy periods and the complete 
removal of legacy payments following 2020/21 and 2021/22 allocations.  Based upon 
current indications, it is anticipated that the council’s last receipt of NHB will be in 2022/23. 

Table 7 New Homes Bonus funding £m 

Build year 2021/22 2022/23 

Year 8, 2018/19 1.881  
Year 9, 2019/20 1.767 1.767 

Year 10, 2020/21   
Year 11, 2021/22 3.308  

Year 12, 2022/23  3.245 

Totals 6.956 5.012 

 

1.7 Other government funding - Schools funding  

1.7.1 School funding is provided by a ring-fenced specific grant, the Dedicated Schools Grant 
(DSG), which is paid by the Education and Skills Funding Agency (ESFA) to local 
authorities. 
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1.7.2 Whilst the overall Dedicated Schools budget has increased, this increase has largely been 
in the Schools and High Needs blocks, partly as a result of the continued pupil growth 
within both mainstream and special schools within the city and the impact of the final year 
of the three-year uplift in schools funding announced in the Autumn 2019 settlement. 
Additional funding announced in the spending review 2021 will also be received in the form 
of a supplementary grant for schools in 2022-23 and additional funding allocated to the 
High Needs block. Both are for the impact of the Health and Social Care Levy and other 
cost pressures 

1.7.3 DSG funds must either be delegated to schools or used for centrally retained services for 
pupils. Local authorities are required to provide returns on both the budget and outturn 
DSG to demonstrate that the grant has been allocated and expended within the overall 
grant conditions. 

1.7.4 There have been changes to the distribution methodology of the DSG since 2013-14 to 
reflect the first phase of school funding reforms. The reforms affect the whole of the school 
funding system, including funding for local authority-maintained schools, early years 
providers, local authority centrally retained budgets, academies, free schools and post 16 
special educational needs provision. The government’s central priority of the reforms is to 
simplify and standardise local school funding arrangements, ahead of the introduction of a 
national funding formula. The introduction of the national formula was originally intended 
for 2015/16 but has been delayed for various reasons. The full implementation which was 
delayed until April 2021 has now been postponed a further year to April 2024.  

1.7.5 The DSG allocation to the city council for 2022/23 has been allocated based on a rate per 
pupil for Primary of £4,799 (£4,680 2021/22) and Secondary of £6,308 (£6,104 2021/22) in 
the school’s block. The full time equivalent per pupil amount for the early years block is 
£4,570 (£4,408 2021/22). As detailed above the high needs block is now based on the 
High Needs National Funding Formula. 

1.7.6 Salford’s indicative DSG for 2022-23, based on the October 2021 pupil numbers for the 
school’s block, an estimated allocation for the early years block and a cash sum for the 
high needs block, is set out below. 
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Table 8 DSG block allocations £m 

DSG block allocations        

    Note 2021-22 2022-23   

Block   

Revised 

allocation Initial allocation Increase 

  Schools block   185.100 193.707 8.607 
            

  Early years block  1,2 20.873 21.116 0.243 
            

  High needs block   41.652 46.788 5.136 

            

  Central Schools Services Block   2.343 2.190 -0.153 

  sub-total   249.968 263.801 13.833 

            
 Schools Supplementary Grant  0.000 5.501 5.501 
      

 High Needs Additional Grant  0.000 1.792 1.792 

            

  Grand Total   249.968 271.094 21.126 

            

            

Notes         

            
1 The 2021/22 allocation is provisionally based on the January 2021 pupil census only. It will be adjusted 

in July 2022 to reflect 5/12ths of the January 2021 census and 7/12ths of the January 2022 census.  

            
2 The 2022/23 allocation is provisionally based on the January 2021 pupil census. It will be adjusted in 

July 2022 to reflect the January 2022 census (5/12ths of) and again in July 2023 to reflect the January 
2023 census (7/12ths) 

            

            

 

1.7.7 The allocation is provisional and, as noted in the table above, subject to a number of 
changes.  

1.7.8 The main factors contributing to the increase in DSG are: 

 Increase in pupil numbers and places. 

 The third year of the three-years schools funding settlement announced in Autumn 2019 

 National schools funding uplift announced in 2021 spending review 

 Schools and High Needs blocks supplementary grant allocations provided for the Health 

and Social Care Levy and other cost pressures 

 Additional high needs block funding allocated for the Health and Social Care Levy and 

other cost pressures 

1.7.9 The changes are analysed in more detail below. 
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Table 9 DSG increase 2021-22 to 2022-23 (excluding non-block funding) 

DSG increase 2021-22 to 2022-23 (excluding non-block funding) 

2021-22 revised allocation       249.968 
          

Increases in schools block:         

Pupil number growth     2.900   

Schools Funding Uplift     5.707   

        8.607 

Increases/Decreases in central block       

Funding Uplift / pupil number growth   0.082   

National 20% reduction in historic commitments funding -0.235   

        -0.153 

          

Increases/Decreases in early years block       

Increase in hourly rate for both 2 and 3/4 year old funding 0.243   

        0.243 
          

Increases/Decreases in high needs block:       

Impact of implementation NFF/Funding 
Uplift   5.136   

        5.136 
          

 Schools Supplementary Grant       5.501   
    5.501 
     

High Needs Additional Grant   1.792  
    1.792 
     

2022-23 initial allocation       271.094 

 

1.7.10 Two year old funding moved to participation funding from 2015/16 based on the January 
census of children accessing funded places. Salford’s initial allocation for 2022/23 is based 
on January 2021 census and is based on an hourly rate of £5.67 (£5.46 in 2021/22). The 
allocation will be updated to reflect January 2022 and 2023 census information. 

1.7.11 There is protection in place, in the form of a guaranteed minimum amount local authorities 
will receive per pupil in 2022/23. It is calculated by dividing the schools block adjusted 
baseline total by the 2021/22 schools block pupil count (without the deductions for pupils in 
high needs places). 

1.7.12 There is a degree of protection in place for schools with falling budgets. The minimum 
funding guarantee (MFG) per pupil for schools is set at +2% for 2022/23 which is 
unchanged from 2021/22. For schools where pupil numbers are reducing, aggregate 
budgets can still fall in excess of this amount. 

1.7.13 The Pupil Premium grant targets additional money at pupils from the most deprived 
backgrounds to help them achieve their full potential. This grant is in addition to DSG 
funding and is calculated based on pupil eligibility for free school meals using the “Ever 6” 
measure (any pupil eligible for free school meals on any of the previous six years) and 
eligible service children and post looked after children based on the October 2021 school 
census (excludes nursery pupils). In addition, there will be funding for looked-after children 
as recorded on the council’s looked after children return as at 31st March 2022. 

1.7.14 Schools have the freedom to spend the Pupil Premium, which is additional to the school’s 
budget, in any way they think best to support the raising of attainment for the most 
vulnerable pupils. 
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1.7.15 The Pupil Premium rates for 2022/23 have increased from 2021/22 levels and are set out 
below: 

 Primary schools free school meals Ever 6 rate £1,385 (2021/22 rate:  £1,345) 

 Secondary schools free school meals Ever 6 rate £985 (2021/22 rate:  £955) 

 Primary and secondary schools looked after children rate £2,410 (2021/22 rate: £2,345) 

 Primary and secondary schools post looked after children rate £2,410 (2021/22 rate:  
£2,345 

 Primary and secondary schools service children rate £320 (2021/22 rate: £310) 

1.7.16 Recovery Premium Grant has been allocated for the academic year 2021-22 (Sept 21 to 
Aug 22), this funding builds on the pupil premium funding to help schools deliver evidence-
based approaches for supporting the most disadvantaged pupils. Disadvantaged and 
vulnerable pupils have been particularly impacted by Covid-19 resulting in missed 
education by pupils. 

1.7.17 The grant is allocated to individual schools based on specific pupil numbers criteria at a 
unit rate of £145 per pupil for mainstream schools and £290 per pupil for special schools, 
SEN units and alternative provision. 

1.7.18 National Tutoring Programme Grant - The Government offered schools a new expanded 
tutoring offer from the start of the academic year 2021-22. This grant is to support schools 
to address the impact of Covid-19 on pupils’ progress and attainment. Disruptions caused 
by the Covid-19 pandemic have resulted in significant missed education by pupils. There 
are a range of tutoring approaches; both continuing the existing work with the NTP and 
offering a new complementary school-led approach. 

The grant is allocated to individual schools based on eligible pupils criteria multiplied by 15 
hours of expected tutoring. 

1.7.19 Early Years Pupil Premium (EYPP) was introduced in 2015/16. 3 and 4-year-olds in state-
funded early education will attract EYPP funding if they meet certain criteria. Children must 
be eligible for free early education in order to attract EYPP funding. They will become 
eligible at different points in the year depending on when they turn 3.  

1.7.20 Salford’s indicative EYPP allocation for 2022/23 is £0.375m. 

1.7.21 In addition to the schools’ budgets, the DSG also funds some central activities e.g. early 
years provision, high cost special educational needs pupils. Any under/overspending in 
these areas in 2021/22 will be carried to the 2022/23 financial year and adjusts the overall 
funds available for use in that year. 

1.7.22 Due to the level of projected overspend on the High Needs block element of this budget, 
the Department for Education (DfE) invited Salford to engage in the “Safety Valve” 
programme. An agreement was reached whereby the department would pay £15.1m to 
close our debt by 2025/26 subject to us implementing additional innovations to support us 
to live within our budget. Confirmation of the profile of how this funding will be drawn down 
is still awaited from the DfE, but it will include match funding to the council’s investment in 
the “Safety Valve” business cases to be delivered over the next 4 years  

1.7.23 The council also receives capital grant allocations from DfE in respect of schools. These 
are: 

 Basic Need allocation for 2022/23 £0.369m, (nil in 2021/22) based upon DfE calculation of 

need to create placements. 
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 Capital maintenance indicative allocation £1.750m, (£1.943m in 2021/22). 

 Devolved formula capital grant, indicative allocation £0.386m (£0.386m in 2021/22). 

Universal Infant Free School Meals Grant  

1.7.24 The government makes a grant allocation to fund free meals for children in reception, year 
1 and year 2 in state-funded schools. Whilst no details of 2022/23 allocations / rate per 
pupil have yet been released, it is anticipated that the council will continue to receive 
universal infant free school meals grant in 2022/23, at the same rate as in previous years 
of £2.34 per pupil per day. The allocation is based on the average number of actual meals 
take-up recorded in the October 2022 and January 2023 school censuses. 

1.8 Other government funding - Public Health  

1.8.1 The majority of public health commissioning responsibilities transferred from the NHS to 
local authorities in April 2013. These responsibilities contain a set of mandatory services 
which include population healthcare advice to the NHS, the national child measurement 
programme, sexual health services and cardiovascular health checks. 

1.8.2 In addition to the transfer explained above, with effect from 1st October 2015, the 
responsibility for the commissioning of 0-5 public health services transferred from NHS 
England to local authorities. This involves the commissioning of health visitors and the 
Family Nurse Partnership. 

1.8.3 The public health grant has been subject to reductions over recent years with a £3.454m 
reduction from the 2015/16 grant allocation (re-based to reflect the full year effect of the 
transfer of commissioning responsibilities for 0-5 public health services) to the 2019/20 
grant allocation which was rolled into 100% Business Rates retention in 2017/18. In 
2020/21 there was an increase to the grant of £1.381m (including an adjustment for 
Agenda for Change pay costs in relation to public health services) and in 2021/22 an 
increase of £0.392m (including an allocation for Pre-Exposure Prophylaxis). The Grant 
allocation in 2022/23 has been confirmed at £22.601m representing an increase of 
£0.617m. 

1.9 Other government funding - adult social care 

Local Reform and Community Voices Grant and Social Care in Prisons Grant 

1.9.1 Local Reform and Community Voices (LRCV) and Social Care in Prisons (SCiP) grants 
provide funding for a number of additional duties and responsibilities of local authorities, 
arising from the Health and Social Care Act 2012. 

1.9.2 The LRCV grant allocation for 2022/23 has not yet been confirmed (2020/21 £0.189m). It 
will provide funding to support Deprivation of Liberty Safeguards (DOLS) in hospitals, 
Local Healthwatch and the Independent Complaints Advocacy Service. 

1.9.3 The SCiP grant allocation for 2022/23 has not yet been confirmed (2021/22 £0.197m) It 
will provide funding for meeting the care needs of offenders. 

Better Care Fund / Integrated Fund for Health and Social Care  

1.9.4 The Better Care Fund (BCF) supports the transformation and integration of health and 
social care services and improves outcomes for patients, service users and carers. 
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1.9.5 The BCF/improved BCF plan for Salford will be presented in the context of the integrated 
care system. The four partners: Salford City Council, NHS Salford CCG, Salford Royal 
NHS Foundation Trust and Greater Manchester Mental Health NHS Foundation Trust 
develop a Service and Financial Plan for the integrated care programme which 
incorporates the use of BCF. 

1.9.6 From 2019/20 expanded integration arrangements have been in place. These integrated 
arrangements incorporate BCF and are set out in more detail at section 1.20.21. 

Independent Living Fund (ILF) 

1.9.7 The council received £0.786m ILF funding in 2021/22. The 2022/23 grant allocation has 
not yet been confirmed. 

Social care grants 

1.9.8 The council receives funding to address demand in social care. The grants are non-
recurrent pending confirmation, from government, of the future funding regime for social 
care. It is not a viable long term solution to the critical national problem of social care 
funding. 

1.9.9 Part of the grant is distributed to local authorities on an assessment of need. The council 
will receive £14.1m social care grant funding, improved better care funding of £14.1m and 
new funding from the Market Sustainability and Fair Cost of Care Fund of £0.9m. These 
grants will be deployed via the integrated fund for health and social care.  

1.10 Levies and charges 

1.10.1 The council contributes its share to the costs of the following bodies: 

 Greater Manchester Combined Authority (GMCA) 

 Waste levy 

 Transport levy 

 Economic development and regeneration functions 

 AGMA functions 

 DEFRA Environment Agency 

1.10.2 The proposed waste levy for 2022/23 is £19.383m compared with £19.115m in 2021/22.  

1.10.3 The transport levy for 2022/23 is £9.755m and a transport statutory charge of £7.996m for 
a total of £17.751m compared with £17.568m in 2021/22.  

1.10.4 The council’s contribution to the other GMCA functions is expected to be £0.795m in 
2022/23 (£0.787m in 2021/22). 

1.10.5 The council will contribute £0.059m to AGMA activities in 2022/23 (£0.059m in 2021/22).  

1.10.6 The Environment Agency levy is estimated to be £0.139m in 2022/23 compared with 
£0.132m in 2021/22. This levy includes the cost of funding new flood defence schemes, 
the maintenance of the river system and existing flood defences together with the 
operation of a flood warning system. 
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1.11 Council tax 

1.11.1 A tax base of 71,905 (68,109 in 2021/22) band D equivalent dwellings was approved by 
the Lead Member for Finance and Support Services on 6 January 2022 under delegated 
powers, an increase of 3,796 dwellings from 2021/22. 

1.11.2 The increase in band D equivalent dwellings is due to increasing property numbers and the 
impact of covid on the collection rate being less than expected. 

1.11.3 The council tax reduction scheme for 2022/23 is unchanged from 2021/22 when there was 
a reduction in the level of council tax charged to those eligible for the scheme. 

1.11.4 In line with referendum limits for core council tax, the council intends to raise core council 
tax by 1.99% in 2022/23. 

2% council tax increase for adult social care  

1.11.5 The council intends to raise an adult social care precept of 2% in 2022/23. This comprises 
1% relating to the 2022/23 allowance and the remaining 1% allowance deferred from 
2021/22. The government limit for 2022/23 is 1% plus any remaining unused increase from 
the 3% allowed over the years 2021/22 and 22/23. 

1.11.6 The council tax levy for Salford’s services will therefore increase by 3.99% in 2022/23 
including 2% for adult social care. This is within the referendum level set by the 
government which is described as follows:  

1.11.7 “For 2022-23, the relevant basic amount of council tax of an authority which belongs to the 
category mentioned in paragraph 2(a) is excessive if the authority’s relevant basic amount 
of council tax for 2022-23 is 2% + A% (comprising A% for expenditure on adult social care, 
and 2% for other expenditure), or more than 2%+A%, greater than its relevant basic 
amount of council tax for 2021-22.”  

1.11.8 “A%” means 4% minus the percentage increase in the relevant local authority’s relevant 
basic amount of council tax for expenditure on adult social care for 2021-22. 

1.11.9 The share of the expected revenue from council tax in 2022/23 for Salford’s services from 
a 3.99% increase is as follows: 

Table 10 2022/23 council tax revenue - council services 

Band D council tax for the council's services 2021/22  £1,705.71  

Band D council tax 2022/23 with 2.0% ASC increase  £1,739.82  

Impact on band D council tax £34.11   

Band D council tax 2022/23 (3.99% overall increase including 
ASC) 

£1,773.76  

multiplied by the tax base of 71,905 band D equivalent properties  

  £m 

Estimated council tax revenue 2022/23  127.542  
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1.11.10 The government requires that the council includes a narrative on the council tax bill to 
show the increase attributable to the adult social care precept. The council has levied a 2% 
precept in 22/23. Based on the council tax level shown above the application of this 
increase will add £34.11 to the band D equivalent council tax charge and generate £2.4m 
in council tax revenues. 

1.12 Business Rates Retention Scheme (BRRS) 

1.12.1 Under the BRRS the government has assumed that the council’s net business rates yield 
in 2022/23 will be £77.843m (at 99% retention - for comparison equivalent to £38.529m on 
a 49% retention basis). 

1.12.2 The council’s 2022/23 estimate is based on the estimated outturn position for 2021/22 and 
takes into account the following: 

 The latest rateable value list. 

 An estimate of growth.  

 The national business rates multiplier and small business rates multiplier. The small and 

main business rates multipliers for 2022/23 are 49.9p and 51.2p respectively.  

 Estimates of the impact of various statutory and discretionary reliefs. 

 Potential losses on appeal. 

1.12.3  The council’s 2022/23 estimate is based upon the NNDR1 return to the government which 
indicates a business rates yield of £83.909m to be shared as shown below. 

Table 11 2022/23 business rates estimate £m 

 
Impact on 

yield 

Gross rates payable (including growth) 127.326 

Small business rate relief -9.865 

Mandatory relief -9.214 

Empty property relief -5.958 

Discretionary relief -0.248 

Retail, hospitality and leisure relief -7.750 

Other relief -0.073 

Estimated losses in collection -4.240 

Costs of collection allowance -0.434 

Estimated cost of appeals -5.635 

Net business rate yield 83.909 

To be distributed as follows:  
Council share, govt assumption 77.843 

Council share, excess over govt assumption 2.587 

GM and other 2.640 

GMCA (fire element) share (1%) 0.839 
 

83.909 
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1.12.4 The business rates projections continue to be calculated using a prudent approach which 
takes into account estimated growth arising in particular from our regeneration initiatives, 
but also factors in the ongoing impact of Covid-19 on growth, financial risk to the council 
arising from potential losses of income due to appeals, increases in charitable relief claims 
and the escalation of business rate avoidance schemes, whereby companies exploit 
loopholes in the existing law. In particular, it is difficult to establish a trend for the impacts 
on our business rate yield resulting from the cost of appeals. This area is of national 
concern to local authorities as it is having a dramatic impact on the level of growth.  

100% Business rates retention  

1.12.5 In 2022/23 Salford will again be part of the 100% rates retention pilot scheme operating 
across Greater Manchester. As a pilot authority, the council retains 99% of locally raised 
business rates with the remaining 1% being distributed to GMCA in relation to its fire 
responsibilities. To ensure that this is fiscally neutral, pilot councils have additional 
responsibilities. Revenue support grant and Public Health Grant are no longer receivable 
but are funded instead through the increased local share. Councils’ tariffs and top-ups are 
adjusted to ensure cost neutrality. 

1.12.6 In addition, all authorities have a power to reduce the business rates multiplier. Within 
Greater Manchester, the elected mayor has the power to levy 2p in the pound to fund new 
infrastructure projects.  

1.12.7 The system takes account of the changing shape of local government, including the role of 
combined authorities. In the underpinning agreement, pilots are required to deliver at least 
some elements of:  

 devolution of new responsibilities 

 needs and resource redistribution 

 the new 100% rates retention system (i.e., some of the technical and financial 
mechanics for how it should operate) 

1.12.8 Greater Manchester (GM) cannot be any worse off than under the previous 50% system. 
The basis of the pilot is that this is to be without detriment to the resources that would have 
been available to the individual local authorities within GM. The calculation is at a GM 
level, with the aggregate position of local authorities. Any gain from the overall GM position 
set out is first used to make good any losses at an individual district level. A decision is 
then required whether any remaining gain is retained at a GM level. Prior to 2020/21, the 
council shared the benefit of the pilot on a 50:50 basis with GMCA, however a proportion 
of resources was subsequently redistributed from GMCA to districts. Due to the impact of 
Covid-19 on each council’s collection fund, no transfer of funds was made to GMCA in 
respect of 2020/21 however it is anticipated that the 50:50 share will be adopted for 
2021/22 and 2022/23. 

1.12.9 The table below shows the impact of the changes in the 2022/23 government funding as a 
result of the 100% business rates retention pilot. It confirms that the pilot arrangements are 
without detriment to the council. 
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Table 12 Salford City Council Data 2022/23 Settlement £m 

 
Unadjusted  100% 

pilot 
Difference 

Business rates baseline 
   

SCC Local share 38.529 77.843 39.314 

Top up grant 34.104 38.961 4.857 

Total  72.633 116.804 44.171 

Revenue Support Grant  
   

RSG before grant adjustments 21.570 0.000 -21.570 

Settlement funding assessment 94.203 116.804 22.601 

PH grant 22.601 0.000 -22.601 

Total 116.804 116.804 0.000 

 

1.13 Collection Fund  

1.13.1 The Collection Fund is the account in which the council tax and business rates raised must 
be balanced with that collected. Each year the council is required by legislation to 
determine whether it has a surplus or deficit in collection on the account, taking into 
account its overall expected collection (not just the collection within the year). 

1.13.2 Any surplus or deficit arising on the fund must be shared as follows: 

 Council tax balance – to be shared with the precepting authorities in proportion to each 

authority’s share of the council tax. 

 Business Rates balance - to be shared by the government (prior to the 100% retention 
pilot), council, GM business rate pool and GMCA (fire authority) based on the proportionate 

share in accordance with the rules governing the Business Rates Retention Scheme. 

1.13.3 As a consequence of Covid-19, a new regulation was introduced for calculating the 
2020/21 estimated outturn position on the Collection Fund. If a fund deficit was forecast for 
2020/21 then the financial impact of this was required to be spread over the next three 
financial years rather than just the next one. 

1.13.4 Both the council tax and business rates outturn estimates for 2020/21 for Salford were 
deficits with negative “exceptional balances”. 

1.13.5 The second-year allocation of the 2020/21 “exceptional balances” will be charged to the 
council and preceptor’s revenue budgets in 2022/23. 

Council tax 

1.13.6 As at 31 March 2022, it is estimated that in respect of council tax the Collection Fund will 
have a surplus of £3.697m. This position was formally approved by the Lead Member for 
Finance and Support Services on 6 January 2022 under delegated powers. 

1.13.7 The main causes for the surplus were the lower than anticipated cost of the council tax 
reduction scheme and a slight improvement in the estimated collection rate. 
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Table 13 Collection Fund - council tax estimated balance 31 March 2022 £m 

 Impact on yield 

Council tax estimated surplus 31 March 2022 3.697 

To be distributed in 2022/23 based on the 2021/22 council tax levels:  

Council share 3.129 

GMCA (police element) 0.401 

GMCA (general mayoral and fire & rescue element) 0.167 

 3.697 

 

1.13.8 The impact of the 2021/22 surplus in 2022/23 will be a distribution of £3.697m with the 
council’s share being £3.129m.  

1.13.9 The formally approved estimated position for council tax for 2020/21 included a negative 
“exceptional balance” of £8.562m. In accordance with regulation, the second year spread 
of this balance will require £2.854m (1/3rd of the balance) to be charged to the council and 
preceptor’s revenue budgets in 2022/23. 

1.13.10 The council’s share of the charge will be £2.414m in 2022/23.  

Table 14 Collection Fund – 2022/23 allocation of the exceptional 2020/21 council tax 
balance £m 

 Allocation 

Council tax 2nd year allocation of the 2020/21 exceptional balance -2.854 

To be collected in 2022/23 based on the 2020/21 council tax levels:  

Council share -2.414 

GMCA (police element) -0.306 

GMCA (general mayoral and fire & rescue element) -0.134 

 -2.854 

 

Business rates 

1.13.11 As at 31 March 2022, it is estimated that in respect of business rates the Collection Fund 
will have a deficit of £12.244m. This position was formally approved by the Lead Member 
for Finance and Support Services on 6 January 2022 under delegated powers. 
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Table 15 2021/22 business rates outturn estimate £m 

 
Original 
estimate 

Estimated 
outturn 

Variance 

Gross rates payable including growth 127.210 123.054 -4.156 

Small business rate relief -9.614 -9.968 -0.354 

Mandatory relief -9.102 -9.244 -0.142 

Empty property relief -6.345 -6.345 0.000 

Discretionary relief -0.241 -0.402 -0.161 

Retail relief and nursery discount 0.000 -13.818 -13.818 

Other relief -0.004 0.000 0.004 

Estimated losses in collection -5.094 -2.632 2.462 

Costs of collection allowance -0.438 -0.438 0.000 

Estimated cost of appeals -5.629 -6.847 -1.218 

2020/21 outturn adjustment 0.000 5.139 5.139 

2021/22 estimated deficit 90.743 78.499 -12.244 

To be distributed as follows:    

Council share (99%) 89.836 77.714 -12.122 

GMCA (fire element) share (1%) 0.907 0.785 -0.122 

 90.743 78.499 -12.244 

 

1.13.12 The main factors in the outturn position are as follows: 

 The government announcement of a revised retail relief and nursery discount scheme for 
the year to assist businesses with the ongoing impacts of Covid-19, after the original 

estimate had been made. The government will reimburse the full cost of this to the council. 

 Outturn adjustment at £5.139m is larger than usual mainly because the government 
announced that it would legislate to rule out Covid-19 material change of circumstances 

appeals and a less severe impact of Covid-19 on collection than originally anticipated. 

 The rateable value for the city fell by 1.1%, this was driven by slowing growth, properties 

being removed from the list and revaluations. 

 Estimated losses in collection variance of £2.462m driven by an increase in the overall 
collection rate assumption for 20/21 from 92.5% to 94.5%. The impact of Covid-19 was 

less severe than originally anticipated. 

1.13.13 The formally approved estimated position for business rates for 2020/21 included a 
negative “exceptional balance” of £19.273m. In accordance with regulation, the second 
year spread of this balance will require £6.424m (1/3rd of the balance) to be charged to the 
council and preceptor’s revenue budgets in 2022/23. 

1.13.14 The council’s share of the charge will be £6.360m in 2022/23.  
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Table 16 Collection Fund – 2022/23 allocation of the exceptional 2020/21 business rates 
balance £m 

 Allocation 

Business rates 2nd year allocation of the 2020/21 exceptional balance -6.424 

To be collected in 2022/23 based on the 2020/21 business rates retention 
shares: 

 

Council share (99%) -6.360 

GMCA (fire element) share (1%) -0.064 

 -6.424 

 

1.14 Summary of total available resources 

1.14.1 The local government financial settlement and other government funding can now be 
brought together with the resource assumptions in the financial strategy, particularly the 
level of council tax and business rates yield, to determine the available resources for 
revenue expenditure in 2022/23. 
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Table 17 2022/23 total available resources (core funding - final financial settlement) £m 

 
2022/23 
Original 

2022/23 
Revised 

Variation in 
core 

funding 
Forecast resources: 

   

Council funding: 
   

Council tax 124.178 127.542 3.364 

Retained business rates: 
 

      

> Council share, govt assumption 68.494 77.843 9.349 

> Council share, excess over govt assumption 0.415 2.587 2.172 

Collection fund estimated balances 31/03/2022:       
> Council tax surplus 0.000 3.129 3.129 

> Business rates deficit 0.000 -12.122 -12.122 

Collection fund 2nd year allocation of exceptional 20/21 
balances: 

      

> Council tax -2.414 -2.414 0.000 

> Business rates -6.360 -6.360 0.000  
184.313 190.205 5.892 

Government funding: 
   

> Revenue support grant 0.000 0.000 0.000 

> Business rates top up 48.109 38.961 -9.148 

> Settlement funding changes -6.208 0.000 6.208 
 

41.901 38.961 -2.940 

Public Health grant funded from BRRS -21.592 -22.601 -1.009 

Total available resources 204.622 206.565 1.943 

 

1.15 2022/23 spending requirement 

Last year’s medium-term financial strategy identified a funding gap of £10.549m. 
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Table 18 Original financial projection 2022/23 £m 

Forecast resources: 
 

Council funding:  
   Council tax 124.178 

   Retained business rates:   

         > Council share, govt assumption 68.494 

         > Council share, excess over govt assumption 0.415 

   Government funding:   
         > Business rates top up 48.109 

         > Settlement funding changes -6.208 

   Collection fund 2nd year allocation of exceptional 
20/21 balances: 

  

         > Council tax -2.414 

         > Business rates -6.360 

Total resources 226.214 

Public Health grant funded from BRRS -21.592 
Total available resources 204.622 

Opening spending requirement 215.171 
Opening funding gap 10.549 

 

1.15.1 A continuous review of medium-term spending requirements has been maintained as 
developments have unfolded during the year. Using this as a base, a continuation of 
service budget has been developed which takes into account: 

 any expected new spending pressures 

 changes in the level of specific government grants 

 issues emerging from 2021/22 budget monitoring 

 latest forecasts of business rates retained income and council tax 

1.15.2 The required investments outlined within Table 19 focus on areas of budget pressure and 
council priorities. These include:- 

 Investment in skills and work to deliver key outcomes including  improving and increasing 
the quality of local jobs, improving the capacity and ability of local providers to work with 
academically vulnerable young people and low skilled adults and improving the skills 

of  residents 

 Further investment in the domestic abuse service (alongside investment by partner 
organisations) to provide support to people affected by domestic and family violence in 

addition to investment in prevention and early intervention. 

 Increase council tax and business rates collection levels by investing in support to 
residents and business, using data to prioritise prevention and early intervention to try to 
ensure that debt does not escalate.  

 Investment in business cases to address the dedicated schools grant (DSG) deficit. The 
council have worked with the Department for Education (DfE) as part of the Safety Valve 
programme to identify opportunities to address the existing deficit. Investment in these 
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proposals is funded jointly by the council and the DfE and subject to successful delivery 
against a number of performance indicators the DfE will provide further contributions to the 

council which will enable the total deficit to be addressed over the next four years. 

 Capital financing costs reflect the proposed capital programme 

 Investment in service areas currently experiencing budget pressures with a focus on 
prevention and early intervention. Business cases have been developed to demonstrate 
the financial impact of investment compared to a ‘do nothing’ scenario in 2022/23 and 

future years.  

 Additional support to the integrated fund to address significant and growing budget 

pressures in adults’ and children’s social care driven by demand and cost increases. 

1.15.3 This review has led to a revised funding gap of £7.802m, after reviewing council tax and 
business rates income assumptions, the settlement and required investments of £6.099m 
as set out in table 19 below. 
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1.16 Savings requirement - bridging the budget gap 

Table 19 2022/23 proposed savings summary £m 

Funding gap   

Opening funding gap 10.549 

Projection changes -0.465 

Postponement of BR reset to 23/24 -4.536 

National Insurance increase in contributions 1.085 

New Homes Bonus -0.180 

Lower Tier Services Grant -0.465 

One off Services grant for 22/23 -5.007 
Collection fund -4.687 

Removal of savings and efficiencies assumed within 
the funding gap in order to restate funding gap   

Integrated Fund saving 4.420 

No change to CT charge for 22/23 4.893 
Use of Local Tax Income Guarantee (LTIG) grant from 
reserves 0.989 

Revised funding gap prior to required investments 6.596 

2022/23 Required Investment   

Skills and Work investment 0.500 

Domestic Abuse service 0.175 

Better Off investment to achieve increased collection 0.300 

DSG safety valve business cases 0.530 
Capital financing costs reflecting the proposed 
programme 0.330 

Place investment to support council priorities 0.200 
Children’s Services investment in prevention and early 
intervention 1.000 
Support to the integrated fund to address growth in 
financial pressures within the fund 1.850 
Increased contribution to the integrated fund using core 
council tax increase. 1.214 

  6.099 

Impact of 3.99% CT increase for 22/23 -4.893 

Revised funding gap including required investments 7.802 

2022/23 Savings Proposals   

Integrated Fund saving – partnership agreement -4.420 

End of sponsorship agreement -0.075 

Vacant  post -0.018 

Technical services within Place directorate -0.970 

Finance service efficiencies -0.130 

Procurement savings -0.100 

Reduction in business mileage -0.100 
Application of reserves -  Local Tax Income Guarantee 
(LTIG) grant 

-1.989 

Actions to address funding gap -7.802 

Savings surplus or shortfall 0.000 
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1.16.1 The council will still need to make difficult choices and further changes to services if it is to 
deliver balanced budgets for the three-years set out in the MTFS. Changes announced in 
the Spending Review have also only been confirmed for one year – with no clear guidance 
on funding beyond 2022/23.  

1.16.2 The medium-term strategy as set out within this agenda includes estimated budget gaps of 
£11.3m and £11.1m for 2023/24 and 2024/25 respectively. Work will begin early in the 
financial year to identify options for closing these gaps, however, it should be noted that 
substantial risks remain including funding changes and Covid-19 which could impact upon 
these estimates.  

1.17 2022/23 balanced budget projection and assumptions 

1.17.1 The proposals for a balanced budget, producing a net spending requirement of 
£206.565m, are shown below and do not require any use of existing general fund 
reserves.  
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Table 20 2022/23 balanced budget projection in £m 

 
Original 
estimate 
2022/23 

Revised 
estimate 
2022/23 

Savings / 
budget 

reductions 

Budget 
Assump-

tions 
 

   Note ref. 

Forecast resources 
    

Council tax 124.178 127.542 3.364 1 

Retained business rates:       2 

   > Council share, govt assumption 68.494 77.843 9.349 
 

   > Council share, excess over govt 
assumption 

0.415 2.587 2.172 
 

Government funding:       
 

   > Business rates top up 48.109 38.961 -9.148 3 

   > Settlement funding changes -6.208 0.000 6.208 4 

Collection fund estimated balances 
31/03/2022: 

      5 

   > Council tax surplus 0.000 3.129 3.129 
 

   > Business rates deficit 0.000 -12.122 -12.122 
 

Collection fund 2nd year allocation of 
exceptional 20/21 balances: 

      6 

   > Council tax -2.414 -2.414 0.000  

   > Business rates -6.360 -6.360 0.000  

Total resources 226.214 229.166 2.952 
 

Public Health grant funded from BRRS -21.592 -22.601 -1.009 7 

Total available resources 204.622 206.565 1.943 
 

Spending requirement       
 

Base budget 175.635 175.635 0.000 8 

Capital financing requirement 1.000 1.000 0.000 9 

Treasury management debt costs 0.000 -1.300 -1.300 10 

Pay inflation  3.403 3.403 0.000 11 

Price inflation 1.746 1.313 -0.433 12 

National Insurance contribution rate 0.000 1.085 1.085 13 

Pension contribution rate 0.425 0.425 0.000 14 

Increments 0.220 0.220 0.000 15 

Other funding issues 0.462 0.737 0.275 16 

New Homes Bonus  2.125 1.945 -0.180 17 

Adult and Children's social care 
provision 

3.299 8.330 5.031 18 

Government specific grant changes 9.700 -9.142 -18.842 19 

Business Rates reserve changes -6.900 0.000 6.900 20 

Business Rates S31 grant reserve 30.827 17.147 -13.680 21 

Reserve changes 5.816 6.805 0.989 22 

Smoothing strategy reserve -7.167 0.665 7.832 23 

Collection Fund reserve -1.000 0.000 1.000 24 

Investments and savings -4.420 -1.703 2.717 25 

Total spending requirement 215.171 206.565 -8.606   
     

Funding gap 10.549 0.000 -10.549 
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1.17.2 The key assumptions made in constructing the continuation of service budget shown 
above are as follows. 

Note ref Budget assumption 

1.  Council tax – assumes a council tax increase of 3.99% (including 2% adult 
social care precept) on an increased council tax base of 71,905 band D 
equivalent dwellings. 

2.  Retained business rates – reflects growth and changes in the level of reliefs 
and the appeals provision.  

3.  Originally assumed 75% retention in 2022/23 but the 100% pilot continues 
leading to a lower level of top up grant. 

4.  Original estimate assumed the government’s fair funding review would be 
implemented in 22/23 but this is now expected in 23/24 instead. 

5.  Collection fund estimates 21/22: 

Council tax – reflects the council’s share of a £3.697m surplus arising mainly 
from the lower than anticipated cost of the council tax reduction scheme and 
a slight improvement in the estimated collection rate. 

Business rates – reflects the council’s share of a £12.244m deficit arising 
mainly due to the government’s introduction of a revised retail relief and 
nursery discount scheme after the original estimate had been made. 

6.  Collection fund 2nd year allocation of exceptional 20/21 balances. 

7.  The 2022/23 allocation was announced in February 2022. Now funded from 
within the BRRS rather than as a specific grant. 

8.  Base budget - the base position is the approved budget for 2021/22. 

9.  Revenue consequences of capital spend being reprofiled. 

10.  Final payment of Tameside debt in 2021/22 following reorganization of 
GMC, reduces the 2022/23 spending requirement 

11.  Pay award budgeted for the year 

12.  Prices - 0% for general items, specific % for levies and other items 

13.  The new NI levy, expected to be covered by non-recurrent Services grant in 
2022/23 

14.  Pension contribution rate to cover ill health retirements and any variation on 
the early payment discount offered by GMPF on the employers contribution. 

15.  Increments – potential cost of increments with budget set aside for specific 
requirements. 

16.  Other funding issues including school and capital maintenance  
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Note ref Budget assumption 

17.  New Homes Bonus – Year 12 will attract a NHB reward for one year in 
2022/23. 

18.  Increased contribution to the integrated health and care fund for adults’ and 
children’s services. Pass through of social care funding to the integrated 
health and care fund. 

19.  Changes to government specific grants including services grant, social care 
funding, local council tax support grant and lower tier services grant. 

20.  Delay in the business rates reset to 23/24, use the reserve to smooth the 
transition 

21.  Business rates section 31 grant for extended retail relief and nursery 
discount to cover that part of the business rates deficit. 

22.  Reserve changes reflecting revised assumptions relating to the application 
of reserves in 2021/22. 

23.  Smoothing strategy in order to achieve a balanced budget and mitigate the 
risks associated with changes in core funding and business rates over the 
life of the strategy. 

24.  Reserve to offset the impact of collection fund pressures – deficit and 
depressed growth 

25.  Net impact of service investments and savings for 2022/23 

 

1.18 General Reserves 

1.18.1 As part of the budget’s development, the position with reserves needs careful 
consideration to ensure that risks are adequately covered and that budget plans do not put 
them under undue strain. 

1.18.2 The risk assessment undertaken for the 2021/22 revenue budget identified minimum and 
desirable levels of general fund non-earmarked reserves as follows: 

 Minimum level of reserves  £12.6m 

 Desirable level of reserves £23.5m 

1.18.3 The assumptions made in the 2021/22 revenue budget with regard to the forecast level of 
general reserves over the next three-years were as follows: 

Table 21 2021/22 reserves assumptions £m 

 
2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 

Balance at 31 March 13.2 13.2 13.2 
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1.18.4 An assessment of the outturn expenditure for 2021/22 currently shows an anticipated 
variation on service expenditure of £6.401m against budget, arising through demand 
pressures. The council has identified central resources to meet this overspend and the 
forecast net position for 2021/22 is a nil variation. The balanced budget is expected to be 
achieved without a call on general reserves, leaving reserves in hand at 31 March 2022 of 
£13.2m.  

General Reserves strategy for 2021/22 to 2024/25 

1.18.5 A full risk assessment of reserves is included at Appendix 2 but, in summary, an indication 
of the level of reserves likely to be needed based upon the degree of risk considered 
appropriate is set out below. 

Table 22 Risk assessment of general fund non-earmarked reserves £m 

2021/22 Assessment 
 

Risk 2022/23 Assessment 

(for comparison) 
  

Minimum Desirable 
  

Minimum Desirable 

1.123 4.043 
 

Pay 1.404 2.538 

0.550 0.850 
 

Prices 1.053 4.210 

0.750 1.000 
 

Property maintenance 0.250 0.500 

2.500 4.700 
 

ICO (Combined) 2.500 4.500 

4.000 6.000 
 

Government funding 4.000 6.000 

0.500 1.000 
 

Business rates retention scheme 1.250 2.500 

2.210 4.420 
 

Non-achievement of savings 1.450 2.900 

1.000 1.500 
 

Other unforeseen expenditure 1.000 1.500 

12.633 23.513 
 

Total 12.907 24.648 

 

1.18.6 Section 25 of the Local Government Act 2003 requires the Section 151 Officer (Chief 
Finance Officer) to report to the Council when it is setting its Budget/Council Tax on the 
“robustness of the estimates” and the “adequacy of the reserves”.  

1.18.7 Equally the Council should not hold usable Balances at too high a level as this would not 
be making the most effective use of the Council’s overall resources when faced with 
significant demands for increased levels of service  

1.18.8 Based on this assessment, the level of reserves to be held by 31 March 2023 would be: 

 Minimum level of reserves  £12.907m 

 Desirable level of reserves £24.648m 

1.18.9 The projected level of reserves at 31 March 2023 is £13.2m. 

1.18.10 The use of reserves to reduce net expenditure should be done in a planned manner that 
adopts the following principles: 

 Does not support recurring expenditure 

 Is only therefore used in a one-off manner  

 Identifies a strategy for ensuring reserves are maintained at an appropriate level 

1.18.11 The proposed reserves strategy for 2021/22 to 2024/25 is to maintain the current level of 
general fund reserves. The reserves strategy is shown in the MTFS. 
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Table 23 Proposed reserves strategy 2021/22 to 2024/25 £m 

 
2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 

Previous forecast 13.2 13.2 13.2 13.2      

Revised forecast 
   

 

Opening balance 13.2 13.2 13.2 13.2 

Use of reserve to cover overspend 0 0 0 0 

Reductions in reserve to reflect reducing 
risks 

0 0 0 0 

Additions to reserve to provide for 
increased risk 

0 0 0 0 

Closing balance 31 March 13.2 13.2 13.2 13.2 

 

1.18.12 The projected level of reserves in the table above does not include DSG schools funding 
or HRA funding which is maintained separately. 

Earmarked reserves 

1.18.13 Reserves are held for various reasons. They may be statutory or discretionary and, 
depending on their purpose and type, they may have restrictions on their use or, for some 
technical reserves, not be useable at all. 

1.18.14 For budget setting and financial management, the relevant set of reserves are known as 
useable reserves. These include both the general reserve and “earmarked” reserves.  

1.18.15 The general reserve is held to provide against general events and emergencies. 
Earmarked reserves are held to provide against specific, quantified risks. In determining its 
reserves strategy, the council must have regard to the CFO ’s risk-based assessment of 
reserves. 

1.18.16 The current time is a period of unprecedented financial stress for local government. The 
following factors all create a high-risk environment for the council: 

 Uncertainty of funding beyond 2022/23 

 Increasing demand for services, for example social care 

 Continued impact of Covid-19 on the council and wider economy 

1.18.17 The council holds earmarked reserves, these are set aside to manage specific risks and 
provide financing for future expenditure plans. 

1.19 The council tax levy 

1.19.1 If the revenue budget is set at £206.565m then this would lead to a council tax requirement 
calculated as follows: 
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Table 24 2022/23 council tax requirement £m 

Net budget 
  

206.565 

PH grant funded by BRRS 
  

22.601 

Adjusted net budget 229.166 

Less: 
 

  

 Government funding via SFA top-up grant 38.961 

 Retained business rates - council share per government estimate 77.843 

 Retained business rates - council share in excess of government estimate 2.587 

 Collection Fund surplus 31/03/2022 – Council tax 3.129 

 Collection Fund deficit 31/03/2022 – Business rates -12.122 

 Collection Fund 2nd year allocation of exceptional 20/21 balance – Council tax -2.414 

 Collection Fund 2nd year allocation of exceptional 20/21 balance – Business rates -6.360 

Council tax requirement 2022/23 127.542 

Divided by the council tax base (number of band D dwellings) 71,905 
Council tax for council services 2022/23 

 

 Band D  




£1,773.76 

 Band A




£1,182.51 

Council tax increase 2022/23 3.99% 

 

1.19.2 The level of council tax for the council’s services will be £1,773.76 (for a band D property) 
which represents a 3.99% increase. It should be noted that the final council tax increase is 
also dependent on precepts: 

 Mayoral police and crime commissioner precept 

 Mayoral general precept (including fire services) 

1.19.3 The precepts for 2022/23 as proposed by the Greater Manchester mayor and agreed by 
GMCA are set out in the table below. 

Table 25 2022/23 precepts and impact on the council tax level 

 
Precept Precept at 

Band D 
Precept 
increase 

Council tax level 
increase 

 
£m £ £m £ % 

Mayoral Police and Crime Commissioner 
Precept 

16.416 228.30 1.548 10.00 4.58 

Mayoral General Precept (including Fire 
Services) 

7.403 102.95 1.208 12.00 13.19 

Total 23.819 331.25 2.756 22.00 7.11 

 

1.19.4 Salford’s overall council tax for 2022/23 will therefore be as follows. 
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Table 26 2022/23 council tax level (Band D) 

 
2021/22 2022/23 Increase 

 
£ £ £ % 

Salford City Council 1,705.71 1,773.76 68.05 3.99 

Mayoral Police and Crime Commissioner Precept 218.30 228.30 10.00 4.58 

Mayoral General Precept (including Fire Services) 90.95 102.95 12.00 13.19 

Total council tax at band D 2,014.96 2,105.01 90.05 4.47 

 

1.19.5 For taxpayers in Salford, the most common property banding is band A, the charge for this 
including precepts, will be £1,403.34. 

1.19.6 Single persons will pay 25% less. 

1.19.7 Council tax amounts at each tax band are as shown in the following table: 

Table 27 Council tax levels (including precepts) 2022/23 

 
2021/22 2022/23 Change from 2021/22 

 
Single 
person 

households 
(25% 

discount) 

2 or more 
person 

households 

Single 
person 

households 
(25% 

discount) 

2 or more 
person 

households 

Single 
person 

households 
(25% 

discount) 

2 or more 
person 

households 

 
£ £ £ £ £ £ 

Band A minus 839.56 1,119.41 877.08 1,169.44 37.52 50.03 

Band A 1,007.47 1,343.29 1,052.51 1,403.34 45.04 60.05 

Band B 1,175.38 1,567.17 1,227.92 1,637.22 52.54 70.05 

Band C 1,343.30 1,791.06 1,403.34 1,871.12 60.04 80.06 

Band D 1,511.22 2,014.96 1,578.76 2,105.01 67.54 90.05 

Band E 1,847.05 2,462.73 1,929.59 2,572.78 82.54 110.05 

Band F 2,182.87 2,910.49 2,280.42 3,040.56 97.55 130.07 

Band G 2,518.69 3,358.25 2,631.26 3,508.35 112.57 150.10 

Band H 3,022.44 4,029.92 3,157.52 4,210.02 135.08 180.10 

 

Council tax referendum 

1.19.8 The Localism Act places a requirement on local authorities to hold a referendum on the 
level of council tax if the increase in any year is considered to be excessive. 

1.19.9 The Secretary of State has announced the principles for 2022/23 which state that the 
following would be deemed excessive:  

 the relevant basic amount of council tax of an authority which belongs to the category 
mentioned in paragraph 2(a) is excessive if the authority’s relevant basic amount of council 
tax for 2022-23 is 2% +A% (comprising A% for expenditure on adult social care, and 2% 
for other expenditure), or more than 2% + A%, greater than its relevant basic amount of 

council tax for 2021-22. 

 “A%” means 4% minus the percentage increase in the relevant local authority’s relevant 

basic amount of council tax for expenditure on adult social care for 2021-22. 
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 The Greater Manchester Combined Authority in relation to: 

o Police and Crime Commissioner component – any increase at more than 
£10.00 greater than its relevant basic amount of council tax for 2021-22 

(applicable to the police element of the mayoral precept). 

o Mayoral general (including fire) component – no referendum principles were set, 

meaning that there are no limitations to an increase in precept for this element.  

1.19.10 The Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014 includes a definition for the relevant basic 
amount of council tax used in the referendum principles. Effectively it means the cap will 
be based simply on the increase in the level of the council’s band D council tax.   

1.19.11 The council’s increase of 3.99% and the precept increases are within the applicable 
referendum threshold and therefore neither the council nor the precepting authorities will 
be required to hold a referendum for this purpose. 

1.20 Budget assumptions and risks 

1.20.1 It is a requirement under Section 25 of the Local Government Act 2003 that the Chief 
Finance Officer (the council’s s151 officer) reports to the council on the robustness of the 
estimates and the assumptions made in compiling the budget and the adequacy of 
reserves. This section of the report seeks to fulfil that requirement. 

Financial health 

1.20.2 The financial health of the council will remain stable by maintaining a satisfactory level of 
general reserves during 2022/23.  

1.20.3 General reserves are expected to be approximately £13.2m by 31 March 2022. A risk 
assessment has been undertaken which identifies that the level of reserves would still be 
below the desirable level, taking account of key risks, but above the minimum requirement. 

1.20.4 In addition, provisions for irrecoverable bad debts on sundry debtor accounts continue to 
remain at appropriate levels, and reserves to provide against other future liabilities are 
maintained to reflect the higher levels of risk within our overall finances.  

1.20.5 As part of the budget setting process, the level of reserves is assessed with the intention of 
releasing reserves to support the revenue budget when safe to do so using a risk rated 
approach. 

1.20.6 Council tax and business rates are key funding sources for the council. The local council 
tax support scheme and the business rates retention scheme are being managed 
effectively, but there is a degree of risk inherent in them, in particular associated with the 
collection of income required to meet budget targets and in appeals against the rating 
system. The calculations of council tax and business rates revenue therefore continue to 
include prudent provisions for irrecoverable amounts. 

1.20.7 There are significant funding risks after 2022/23. The government has committed to 
consultations into the local government funding formula and the business rates retention 
system. The council has identified risks in relation to the certainty of NHB funding, 
sustainable funding for social care, potential changes in the factors included within future 
funding models for both the council and its partners and likely loss of retained growth 
within the business rates system. The risk is exacerbated by the lack of a clear indication 
from government of its intentions following the one-year settlement for 2022/23. 

1.20.8 The medium-term financial strategy will continue to address these and other issues in a 
structured and considered manner to ensure that the financial health of the council is 
maintained. 
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Inflation 

1.20.9 An allowance has been made for the impact of inflation based on current estimates. 

1.20.10 Whilst the outcome of pay discussions is not yet known, a prudent estimate has been 
provided for within the base position.  

1.20.11 Increases for price inflation have been limited to meeting specific risks relating to energy 
costs, external levies, highway maintenance, further increases for the national living wage 
and contract increases. Otherwise, no inflationary increases have been allowed and 
service groups will be expected to absorb any price increases that may arise from within 
the budget allocations made. Actual inflationary increases will require close monitoring and 
scrutiny as any new budget pressures flow through the budget, and the risk of inflation 
greater than allowed for is reflected in our general fund reserve. 

Other budget assumptions  

1.20.12 Key assumptions made in drawing up the revenue budget are contained at section 1.177 
above. These assumptions have been made on the latest available information and with 
prudence in mind. Assumptions will be revisited throughout the budget monitoring process. 

Potential spending pressures 

1.20.13 Demand needs continue to place financial pressures on children’s and adult’s care 
services. Services are developing strategies to manage needs-led pressures through the 
transformation programmes.  

1.20.14 The areas of greatest risk from spending pressures have been addressed in the risk 
assessment of reserves. 

Savings 

1.20.15 It is assumed that service groups will contain expenditure within budgets, developing 
robust action plans to achieve efficiencies and address areas of budget pressure. This will 
require rigorous monitoring during the year by lead members, strategic directors and 
scrutiny boards. 

1.20.16 Regular reports on the progress being made by service groups will be reviewed by 
Corporate Management Team, Cabinet, and the Overview and Scrutiny Board. 

1.20.17  As a final resort, a risk of funding unachieved savings has been reflected in the general 
fund reserve. 

Partnerships 

1.20.18 Partnerships with other external public, voluntary and private sector organisations play an 
increasing role in the council’s budget plans. Clearly, funding changes relating to such 
organisations can impact the council’s financial plans. 

1.20.19 Budget plans assume the appropriate provision based upon the most up-to-date 
information regarding the likely level of commitment to these partnerships and 
collaborative arrangements. Any variation to the budget provision will need to be managed 
by the relevant service groups within the allocation provided to them. 

1.20.20 Key formal partnerships exist with the following organisations. 

1.20.21 Health and social care related partnerships: 
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a. Integrated Commissioning  

In 2019/20, Salford City Council and Salford NHS Clinical Commissioning Group 
(SCCG), implemented an Integrated Fund for Health and Social Care. This Integrated 
Fund brings together the majority of those budgets for services currently funded by 
Children’s, Adults, Public Health and Primary Care funding across the two organisations. 

The Integrated Fund, is managed in three elements – Children’s, Adults and Primary 
Care. Within each element of the Fund, monies are either formally pooled (under a formal 
s75 agreement), aligned or in-view. Management of the Fund is supported by a risk 
share arrangement. A differential risk share operates across the Fund, with the risk (and 
potential benefit) reflecting each organisations level of investments in each of children’s, 
adults, and primary care. Contributions into the fund are agreed annually by partners at 
the start of each financial year and take into account funding changes, efficiency/savings 
requirements and transformational benefits of integration. 

The Health and Care bill sets out plans for the future of health and care including the 
statutory creation of Integrated Care Systems. The bill also sets out government plans to 
improve collaborative working, empower local leaders and address health inequalities. 
Subject to parliamentary consideration and progress, changes were due to be introduced 
in April 2022 however implementation was recently deferred until July 2022. For Salford, 
the Integrated Care System will exist at a Greater Manchester level. Reforms will mean 
changes to governance and decision making – both at GM and Salford: to locality 
leadership; to finance and risk sharing arrangements and to mechanisms to support 
enhanced provider collaboration. Various workstreams have been established to model 
the changes required in response to the bill including the value of a future locality fund 
and risk share options. The financial impact of this work will be reflected in future budget 
estimates.   

b. Pooled budgets 

[NHS Salford CCG] 

Within the integrated commissioning arrangements are pooled budget arrangements 
under section 75 of the NHS Act 2006. These enable the council and the Salford CCG to 
bring resources together to both commission and provide services jointly, allowing 
flexible and integrated support and care to be offered. It is anticipated that these 
agreements will be adjusted in line with health reform. 

c. Integrated care organisation (ICO) 

[Salford Royal NHS Foundation Trust (SRFT)] 

Under a contract for services and a section 75 agreement. The ICO is the provider 
partner in the integrated care system. Bringing provision into one organisation allows the 
full integration of a broad range of health and social care services and transformational 
change envisaged by the partners in the system.  

1.20.22  Other partnerships: 

d. Salford Community Leisure (SCL) 

A not-for-profit trust, providing leisure and cultural services and managing leisure and 
community centres, libraries and museums owned by the council, for which a budgeted 
management fee of £3.328m is included in current council budget plans. 
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e. Shared legal service  

[Manchester City Council] 

The shared legal service is a service arrangement to provide legal services to Salford 
and Manchester, hosted by Manchester City Council.  

f. GMCA / AGMA  

[Other Greater Manchester councils] 

The Corporate Procurement team work collaboratively with a range of partner 
organisations on a wide range of projects and contracts, including our approach to Social 
Value, along with contracts covering areas such as: 

o Fresh and frozen food for school kitchens  

o Staffing services 

o Highways and infrastructure services 

o Construction and regeneration projects 

o ICT services and equipment 

The above list is not exhaustive but highlights the range of contract areas that we both 
lead on, and participate in, across GM, with an emphasis on delivering value for money, 
improving service delivery and creating efficiencies. 

Capital Programme 

1.20.23 Capital receipts in 2022/23 are estimated to be £5.8m, compared to the current estimate 
for 2021/22 of £12.727m. The existing policy is to utilise such receipts to pay down debt. 

1.20.24 To maintain continued capital investment in essential service improvement,the capital 
strategy has needed to focus upon the use of unsupported borrowing to replace capital 
receipts as the prime source of generating the council’s own funds, particularly where 
match funding is required to complement grant available from government and other 
sources. 

1.20.25 The revenue budget incorporates the provision for capital financing costs on the use of 
£26.070m of new general unsupported borrowing in funding the 2022/23 capital 
programme.  

1.20.26 The revenue budget makes provision for future annual maintenance costs relating to  
completed schemes, and any additional running costs from new facilities, together with 
savings from invest to save schemes, but otherwise assume that there will be no 
significant revenue implications arising. 

Control of Risk 

1.20.27 Risk will be controlled through a combination of: 

 The detailed tracking of physical and financial progress with the implementation of savings 

proposals; 

 Regular service group level budget monitoring reports to service groups’ senior 

management and lead members identifying service pressures; 
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 Meetings between the Lead Member for Finance and Support Services and other lead 
members as appropriate, to agree action plans from issues arising from monthly budget 

monitoring and other developments not budgeted for;  

 Regular corporate budget monitoring reports will be reviewed by Corporate Management 
Team, Cabinet and Overview and Scrutiny Board. These will identify issues, agree 

appropriate action and call for special reports on issues of concern;  

 Within those reports, a commentary on the progress being made with the implementation 

of savings proposals by service groups;   

1.21 Legal considerations 

1.21.1 In coming to decisions in relation to the revenue budget and council tax, the council has 
various legal and fiduciary duties. The council is required by the Local Government 
Finance Act 1992 to make specific estimates of gross revenue expenditure and anticipated 
income leading to the calculation of the council tax requirement, the basic amount of 
council tax and the setting of the overall budget and council tax. The amount of the council 
tax requirement must be sufficient to meet the council’s legal and financial commitments, 
ensure the proper discharge of its statutory duties and lead to a balanced budget. 

1.21.2 In exercising its fiduciary duty, the council should be satisfied that the proposals put 
forward are a prudent use of its resources in both the short and long term; that the 
proposals strike a fair balance between the interests of council tax payers and ratepayers 
on the one hand and the community’s interests in adequate and efficient services on the 
other; and that they are acting in good faith for the benefit of the community whilst 
complying with all statutory duties. 

1.21.3 The Local Government Finance Act 2003 requires the section 151 officer to report to the 
authority on the robustness of the estimates made for the purposes of the calculations and 
the adequacy of the proposed financial reserves. The council has a statutory duty to have 
regard to the section 151 officer’s report when making decisions about the calculations. 
The section 151 officer’s report in relation to the reasonableness of the estimates and 
adequacy of the reserves is set out in section 1.18 of this report. 

1.21.4 Section 28 of the Local Government Act 2003 imposes a statutory duty on the council to 
monitor during the financial year its expenditure and income against the budget 
calculations. If the monitoring establishes that the budgetary situation has deteriorated, the 
council must take such action as it considers necessary to deal with the situation. This 
might include, for instance, action to reduce spending in the rest of the year, or to increase 
income, or to finance the shortfall from reserves. 

1.21.5 Under Section 114 of the Local Government Finance Act 1988, where it appears to the 
section 151 officer that the expenditure of the authority incurred (including expenditure it 
proposes to incur) in a financial year is likely to exceed the resources (including sums 
borrowed) available to it to meet that expenditure, the section 151 officer has a duty to 
make a report to the council. The report must be sent to the council’s external auditor and 
every member of the council and the council must consider the report within 21 days at a 
meeting where it must decide whether it agrees or disagrees with the views contained in 
the report and what action (if any) it proposes to take in consequence of it. In the 
intervening period between the sending of the report and the meeting which considers it, 
the authority is prohibited from entering into any new agreement which may involve the 
incurring of expenditure (at any time) by the authority, except in certain limited 
circumstances where expenditure can be authorised by the section 151 officer. Failure to 
take appropriate action in response to such a report may lead to the intervention of the 
council’s external auditor. 
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Other Statutory Duties 

1.21.6 In considering its budget, the council must also consider its ongoing duties under the 
Equality Act to have due regard to the need to eliminate discrimination and advance 
equality of opportunity between all, irrespective of whether they fall into a protected 
category such as race, gender, religion, etc. 

1.21.7 Having due regard to these duties does not mean that the council has an absolute 
obligation to eliminate discrimination, but that it must consider how its decisions will 
contribute towards meeting the duties in the light of all other relevant circumstances such 
as economic and practical considerations. 

1.21.8 In determining the final set of proposals, the City Mayor has had regard to the equality 
duty. Equality impact assessments will be identified and completed where required by 
each service group prior to final decisions being made. 

Reasonableness 

1.21.9 Finally, the council has a duty to act reasonably taking into account all relevant 

considerations and not considering anything which is irrelevant. This report, together with 
the other budget related reports on the agenda, set out a total picture of the proposals from 
which members can consider the risks and any arrangements for their mitigation. 

Governance 

1.21.10 The budget approval procedure is that the City Mayor, in consultation with the Cabinet, 
recommends the budget calculations (as set in Appendix 4) to council for approval. If the 
majority of council does not approve the budget calculations, they are referred back to the 
City Mayor who should then present alternative budget calculations. The council can only 
further reject the alternative budget calculations by a two thirds majority. In accordance 
with section 30(6) of the Local Government Finance Act 1992 the budget must be fixed 
before 11 March.   
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2 Part 2 The housing revenue account (HRA) Revenue 
budget 2022/23 
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2.1 Introduction 

2.1.1 From 1 April 1990 it became a statutory requirement for local authorities to maintain a 
separate ‘ring-fenced’ account, known as the Housing Revenue Account (HRA) which sets 
out the expenditure and income relating to the provision, supervision and management of 
council housing, flats and accommodation.  

2.1.2 Under the ‘ring-fencing’ arrangements the council cannot call upon the general fund or 
council tax related services to subsidise any losses that may be incurred by the HRA. 

2.2 Housing priorities 

2.2.1 The notable achievements in 2021/22 (incorporating HRA and general fund services) have 
been:  

 Anticipated delivery of 358 affordable homes in 2021/22 building upon the 262 affordable 
homes delivered in 2020/21 through working with Registered Provider partners and Derive. 
Construction of the first three housing schemes (104 homes) ongoing throughout the year 
with completions in Spring / Summer 2022. Planning permission obtained for a further three 
schemes delivering a further 300 homes with a starts on site anticipated in late March 
2022.  

 Continued regeneration of Pendleton with Phase 3 now under construction which will 
deliver 127 homes and masterplanning across Phases 2 and 4 and anticipated planning 
application in Summer 2022. This will include the progression of an extra care scheme.   

 Establishment of Derive RP Board and submission of detailed application to the Regulator 
of Social Housing (RoSH)  

 Eccles landlord licensing scheme reviewed and additional city-wide HMO licensing scheme 

approved.  

 Re-tendered supported housing accommodation services for statutory homeless singles.  

 Successful bids to Home England to deliver four Council led Rough Sleeper 

Accommodation Programme (RSAP) schemes.  

2.2.2 The highlighted actions for 2022/23 can all be linked to the three priorities identified in the 
Council’s housing strategy which will help to deliver the Council’s housing vision that ‘ 
Salford will be a great place to live, work and prosper. Where a range of affordable, good 
quality and energy efficient homes can be found within well planned and desirable 
neighbourhoods. 

 First homes in Phase 3 of Pendleton redevelopment due to complete including 49 private 

sales in 2022/23 and start on site on Phases 2 and 4.  

 Completion of 129 direct delivery homes  

 Establishment of Derive RP as a Registered Provider within a new Derive governance 

structure.  

 Progression of a number of extra care / supported housing schemes including St Simon 

Street supported housing project and RSAP schemes.  

 Review of selective licensing schemes in the Eccles & Barton and Broughton areas. 

 Development of strategic vision for older people’s housing in Salford.   
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 Review of access routes into housing including the best approach for relieving and 
preventing homelessness. 

2.3 Review of 2021/22 

2021/22 Approximate Outturn 

2.3.1 The original HRA budget for 2021/22 was approved by council on 24th February 2021 and 
provided for gross expenditure of £15.253m. This expenditure was to be funded by income 
from rents, service charges and credits relating to the Pendleton PFI scheme, and 
proceeds from the transfer to Salix Homes.  

2.3.2 Appendix 5 shows the variations between the original HRA budget and the anticipated 
position at the end of the year. As can be seen from the appendix, the anticipated impact at 
the start of the financial year was of a contribution from balances of £0.070m.  This has 
improved in year, with the forecasted outturn position improving to a contribution to 
balances of £0.020m.  

2.3.3 The contribution from balances against plan has been as a result of a reprofiling of income 
in relation to the Salix VAT shelter and a reduction in costs, particularly with regards to the 
contribution to the capital programme.  

2.4 The 2022/23 estimate 

2.4.1 The 2022/23 estimate reflects gross HRA expenditure of £15.504m including a contribution 
from balances of £0.469m.  

2.4.2 A summary of the HRA budget for 2022/23 is shown in Appendix 5. 

Resources 

2.4.3 Rental income projections are based upon a 4.1% rent increase (based upon the 
government’s model of inflationary index CPI as at September 2021 plus 1%).  

2.4.4 The projected impact is that rent would increase from its current average level of £83.24 
per week on a 52-week basis to £86.65. Tenants currently pay rent on a 48-week basis 
giving a weekly increase of £3.69 from £90.18 to £93.87. 

2.4.5 The government has reaffirmed that authorities are expected to set reasonable and 
transparent service charges which reflect the cost of services being provided to tenants. 
During 2021/22, Pendleton Together and the Council have continued to review current 
service charge levels and have proposed revised charges which address any imbalances 
between expenditure and income at a local level. Good practice requires a comparison of 
the costs of service provision with the income generated from service charges with the aim 
of ensuring that the charging policy is fair and equitable and that general rental income is 
not subsidising the cost of services to individual tenants. 
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Table 28 impact of changes to average service charges 

 Approved 
Service Charge 
(as per budget 
report) 2021/22 

£ 

Service Charge 
2022/23 £ 

Variation £ Variation % 

High Rise 24.13 19.94 (4.19) (17.36) 

Low Rise  4.80 5.17 0.37 7.71 

Sheltered 28.61 33.23 4.62 16.15 

 

2.4.6 Private Finance Initiative (PFI) credits have been included within the HRA on the basis of 
the agreement finalised during 2013/14. A contribution from the PFI smoothing reserve has 
also been assumed in line with the contractual commitments associated with the PFI 
contract.  

2.4.7 An on-going income stream is assumed relating to the transfer of VAT arrangements. 
Further work is being undertaken with Salix Homes to determine the value of future 
receipts. 

Expenditure 

Central Internal charges 

2.4.8 These costs mainly represent transactions between the HRA and the Council’s other funds 
such as the General Fund and the Insurance Fund. Further reductions have been assumed 
in future years with the intention of managing down the charge in a planned and 
sustainable manner.  

Pendleton PFI 

2.4.9 There are two elements of costs relating to the PFI scheme. 

 Team costs relating to monitoring of the scheme  

 Charges relating to the operational phase of the scheme based upon the contractual 

agreement. 

2.5 Objectives 

2.5.1 The key objectives of the Capital Strategy are as follows:- 

 Facilitate the allocation of available capital resources in line with the Council policies, 

strategies and plans; 

 Direct resources towards high priority areas to support the Council’s policies, strategies and 
plans; 

 Enable the identification and optimisation of all sources of capital funding and ensure its 
effective utilisation; 

 Promote the development of capital projects that demonstrate value for money, generate 
efficiencies and deliver improved performance, planned outputs and outcomes; 
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 Enable the production of deliverable three-year rolling programme; 

 Ensure clear and understandable links between the capital programme and the revenue 

budget in relation to financing costs and the running costs associated with capital projects; 

 Ensure that the approval and subsequent funding of capital projects has regard to the 
Council’s sound financial standing, including the maintenance of sufficient reserves and 
balances, and sustainable and affordable levels of debt; and 

 Ensure that property and other tangible asset management issues are fully reflected in the 

Council’s policies, strategies and plans. 

Bad Debt Provision 

2.5.2 The contribution to the impairment allowance for doubtful debt reflects the rental income 
base within the HRA and equates to approximately 3% of rental and service charge 
income.  

HRA Reserves 

2.5.3 HRA reserves, after the application of £0.041m to support the 2020/21 budget, stood at 
£7.167m at the beginning of 2021/22. Taking into account the forecast 2021/22 outturn 
budget, it is anticipated that general balances will be £7.187m at 31/03/2021. 

Table 29 General reserves £m 

Reserves as at 31 March 2020 7.208 

Contribution from balances 2020/21 (0.041) 

Reserves as at 31 March 2021 7.167 

Estimated contribution to balances 2021/22 0.020 

Estimated reserves as at 31 March 2022 7.187 

 

2.5.4 Reserves held are required to ensure the long-term sustainability of the HRA. The long 
term HRA business plan indicates this current level of reserves is essential for the future 
operation of the HRA.  

2.5.5 Members are reminded of the volatile nature of the HRA and the need, particularly under 
ringfencing, to maintain reserves to meet unforeseen circumstances which might arise and 
to minimise the effects of: 

 Right to buy applications 

 Any possible adverse performance issues 

 Budget variations identified during the year 

 Trends in void properties 

 New legislative requirements 

 Environmental and estate investment 
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2.5.6 In addition to the general reserve three other reserves are currently held for HRA 
purposes:- 

 PFI reserve, the main function of which is to smooth out the timing of PFI contractual costs 
and credits. This reserve built up at the start of the PFI scheme and will gradually reduce in 

later years. It is anticipated that the full balance will be used by the end of the scheme. 

 Stock transfer reserve. This provision was established to meet costs associated with the 
stock transfer. The current balance of £0.564m has been maintained to cover potential 

costs such as insurance claims. 

 Major Repairs Allowance. Due to profiling of capital expenditure and funding, an element of 
the Major Repairs Allowance was carried forward into 2020/21. A review of public sector 
housing capital costs is being undertaken to determine whether there will be any residual 

balance to be released into the HRA during 2022/23. 

2.5.7 Given the pressures facing the HRA in future years it is anticipated that any funds released 
from these reserves will be transferred to the general HRA reserve and ultimately be used 
to support the HRA business plan.  

2.6 Recommendation 

2.6.1 Being mindful that, under Section 76(3) of the Local Government and Housing Act 1989, 
on the basis of the best available information, the Housing Revenue Account will not be in 
deficit, members are asked to approve the proposed HRA budget for 2022/23 
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3 Part 3 Capital Strategy 2022/23 to 2024/25 and Capital 

Programme 2022/23  
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3.1 Purpose and aims 

3.1.1 The overarching aim of the council’s Capital Strategy is to optimise the availability and 
effective use of resources to support capital projects. The Capital Strategy is intended to 
benefit the council, its partners, Salford residents and businesses by providing a framework 
for optimising and managing the capital resources available to the Council, develop its 
overall asset infrastructure and support the achievement of its priority outcomes. 

3.1.2 The council has a number of strategies and plans that influence the Capital Strategy. Many 
of these include assessments of the value, sufficiency and suitability of assets utilised by 
the council in delivering its services. They also include indications of future capital 
investment that the council will need to make to achieve their stated objectives and provide 
information around bids and submissions for resources to various external sources of 
finance. 

3.1.3 The main outcome of the Capital Strategy is to ensure capital investment and associated 
activities provide value for money and are in line with the Council’s priority outcomes. This 
strategy will develop and maintain firm foundations and clear guidelines and objectives for 
the council’s capital activities.  

3.2 Key Principles 

3.2.1 There are a number of key guiding principles that underpin the application and ongoing 
development of the Capital Strategy:- 

Accountability – to be promoted and demonstrated by officers and members 

throughout the capital planning processes, including the use of effective monitoring and 
reporting mechanisms. 

Affordability – future revenue consequences of capital projects, including the cost of 

capital financing will be taken into account in determining the council’s revenue budget 

Prudence – the council will deliver a capital programme that is financially affordable, 

prudent and sustainable. 

Efficiency – the Capital Strategy will support ways to minimise costs and generate 

efficiencies, particularly through invest to save initiatives, taking account of local and 
national targets and regional strategies and initiatives.  

Improvement – the Capital Strategy will promote and support achievement of 

improvements in service delivery and the use of resources 

Priorities – the Capital Strategy will enable resources to be directed into council 

priorities arising from the great eight 

Sustainability – the Capital Strategy is a key component of the council’s drive to 

ensure all its resources are utilised and managed in a sustainable manner. 

Provision for the repayment of debt over the life of the underlying debt as set out in the 
Minimum Revenue Provision (MRP) policy in the Treasury Management Strategy. 

Value for Money – projects will be effectively appraised to ensure they promote, 

achieve and demonstrate value for money in the provision of services and the use of 
resources. 

Realistic and Deliverable – capital investment projects must be developed with 

realistic timescales and budgets. 

Risk Management – in accordance with the Council’s risk management strategy, risk 
assessment and management principles and activities will be embedded throughout all 
aspects of the Capital Strategy and programming processes. 
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3.3 Capital expenditure 

3.3.1 An understanding of what constitutes capital expenditure is fundamental to realising the 
benefits that an authority can obtain under the prudential framework. Unless expenditure 
qualifies as capital it will normally fall outside the scope of the framework and be charged 
to revenue in the period that expenditure is incurred. If expenditure meets the definition of 
capital, there may be opportunities to finance the outlay from capital receipts or by 
spreading the cost over future years’ revenue. 

3.3.2 There are three ways in which expenditure can qualify as capital under the Prudential 
framework: 

 The expenditure results in the acquisition, construction or enhancement of fixed assets 

(tangible and intangible) in accordance with 'proper practices'. 

 The expenditure meets one of the definitions specified in regulations made under the 2003 

Local Government Act. 

 The Secretary of State makes a direction that the expenditure can be treated as capital 

expenditure. 

3.3.3 The capital strategy defines and outlines the Council's approach to capital investment and 
is fundamental to the financial planning process. It aims to ensure that:- 

 Capital expenditure contributes to the achievement of the "Great Eight" priorities  

 An affordable and sustainable capital programme is delivered 

 Use of resources and value for money is maximised 

 A clear framework for making capital expenditure is provided 

 A corporate approach to generating capital resources is established  

 Access to sufficient long-term assets to provide services are acquired and retained 

 Borrowing to fund invest to save or self-financing proposals is also a realistic proposition, 
provided a business case is made that savings through efficiency or income can meet the 

capital financing costs of the borrowing. 

3.4 Development Capital Investment Projects 

3.4.1 There are a number of activities and mechanisms that may instigate capital investment 
proposals, key elements include: 

 Specific allocation of capital resources – the council receives notification from government 
departments and other funding bodies of capital grant awards and contributions, which are 

allocated for specific purposes. 

 Submission of funding bids – the council is invited to submit bids and plans for capital 
funding available through Government Departments and other funding bodies, usually to 

address specific aims and objectives; 

3.4.2 Individual capital investment projects are identified that will deliver specific priority 
outcomes within a given timeframe. Often, there is no specific funding stream available for 
these projects. 
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3.4.3 Proposed capital investment projects must clearly demonstrate how the investment will 
address specific needs or achieve certain outcomes, including how they will support 
specific council priorities (Salford's Great Eight), strategies and plans. Key steps in 
developing capital investment projects include: 

Project Appraisal – proposed projects will need to demonstrate that they are the best 

option available to deliver the expected outcomes, provide value for money and assess 
the impact of risks associated with cost assumptions and funding sources. This 
includes the affordability within the revenue budget of any direct additional revenue 
implications of implementing the capital project. It also includes the affordability within 
the revenue budget over the long term of the debt repayment and interest costs 
associated with any prudential borrowing undertaken to fund capital projects. 

Project Management – project management is essential in delivering effective capital 

projects. 

Capital Programme Control and Monitoring – an essential element of overall project 

management requires that regular reports and updates are produced to provide 
information on the progress and outcomes of capital projects to ensure they are being 
delivered effectively.  

Post Project Evaluation – all major capital projects should be subject to a final 

evaluation, setting out what it delivered against what was planned.  

Strategy Review – the Capital Strategy and Capital Programme will be reviewed and 

updated annually. 

3.5 Funding Streams 

3.5.1 The capital programme is funded from a mix of sources including:- 

 Prudential borrowing – the introduction of the Prudential Code in 2004 allowed the council 
to undertake unsupported borrowing itself. This borrowing is subject to the requirements of 
the Prudential Code for Capital Expenditure for Local Authorities. The Council must ensure 
that unsupported borrowing is affordable, prudent and cost effective. This funding can also 
be used to front fund development to stimulate growth. This has provided the Council with 
the flexibility to raise capital funding as demand and business need have dictated. This 
form of borrowing has revenue implications for the council in the form of financing costs. It 
will be necessary to continue to use unsupported borrowing to provide the necessary 
resource in 2020/21 to deliver a fully funded capital programme that delivers the desired 
priority outcomes. Unsupported borrowing continues to be the primary source of the council 
generating its own resources towards funding capital investment, with capital receipts being 

used to repay debt as and when asset disposals can be realised and give fair value.  

 External grants – the largest form of capital funding comes through as external grant 

allocations from central government departments  

 External contributions (including Section 106) – elements of the capital programme are 
funded by contributions from private sector developers and partners. Growth in Salford has 
resulted in Section 106 contributions from developers accounting for significant elements of 

funding of the capital programme in recent years. 

 Revenue funding – the council can use resources to fund capital projects on a direct basis. 
However, the impact of austerity on the Council’s revenue budget has reduced options in 
this area and therefore the preference is for invest to save options to be adopted where 

feasible. 

 Capital receipts – the council can generate capital receipts through the sale of surplus 
assets such as land and buildings. The Council seeks to maximise the level of these 

resources and are applied in the first instance to repay debt when they are received. 
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3.6 Governance arrangements 

3.6.1 The Authority’s constitution and financial regulations govern the capital programme as set 
out below: 

 All capital expenditure must be carried out in accordance with the financial regulations and 

the Council’s Constitution. 

 The expenditure must comply with the statutory definition of capital purposes as defined 

within this document and wider financial standards. 

 The Capital Programme approved by Full Council as part of the Council’s annual budget 
report sets the capital funding availability for the Council, the prioritisation of funding and 

the schemes receiving entry into the Capital Programme. 

 All schemes are formally approved into the capital programme by following a process as 

set out in the financial regulations. 

 Officers are not authorised to commit expenditure without prior formal approval as set out in 

the financial regulations. 

 Each scheme must be under the control of a responsible person/project manager. 

 Any agreements (such as section 106) which contractually commit to procure capital 
schemes will need to follow the same approval process as other capital expenditure before 

it can be formally incorporated into the capital programme. 

 The prudential system requires the chief finance officer to recommend prudential borrowing 
indicators to the council, the determination of the capital programme needs to be aligned 

with the revenue budget by considering and approving them at the same council meeting 

 In recent years the council has adopted the strategy of using unsupported borrowing (in lieu 
of capital receipts) to support its capital programme for schemes requiring general support 
capped at an annual level of £20m. For 2022/23 £26.070m of unsupported borrowing has 

been approved. 

3.6.2 The main internal bodies that are responsible for the governance and management of the 
capital programme are the Full Council and Cabinet.  

3.7 Knowledge and Skills 

3.7.1 The council utilises the knowledge and skills of its internal officers when considering capital 
investment decisions and where necessary it also relies on the expert knowledge of 
specialist external advisors. 

3.7.2 The council employs professionally qualified legal, finance and property officers who can 
offer advice and guidance when considering any capital investment decisions. 

Finance 

3.7.3 Finance staff are professionally qualified to advise the council on all financial aspects of 
capital decisions. They also have the necessary experience of how the council works 
having been in post for several years. Finance staff also undertake Continuous 
Professional Development and the council is an accredited body of the CIPFA (Chartered 
Institute of Public Finance Accountancy) CPD scheme. They maintain knowledge and skills 
through regular technical updates from appropriate bodies. 
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Property 

3.7.4 The property team is made up of a number of Chartered Surveyors. They are all members 
of the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) and comply with the RICS’s rules in 
relation to Continuing Professional Development. The team have extensive property 
knowledge and have worked in partnership with the council for a number of years. 

Legal 

3.7.5 Legal Staff are professionally qualified as either solicitors or legal executives and are 
regulated by their respective professional bodies (Solicitors Regulation Body/Institute of 
Legal Executives). The staff undertake Continuing Professional Development and their 
rules of conduct require that they have an appropriate level of skill and expertise to deal 
with the matter with which they are dealing. All staff are aware of the operational structure 
of the council. They maintain knowledge and skills through regular technical updates from 
appropriate bodies. 

External Advice 

3.7.6 The council uses external advisors where necessary in order to complement the 
knowledge its own officers hold. 

3.8 Review of 2021/22 

3.8.1 A capital programme of £48.474m for 2021/22 was originally approved by council last 
February, funded by government grant of £28.874m and unsupported borrowing of 
£20.000m. 

3.8.2 Variations to the original programme occurred when previously estimated government 
grant funding was confirmed and re-profiled allocations were rolled forward from 2020/21 
to 2021/22. All programme adjustments have been reported and approved as part of the 
monthly budget monitoring process. 

3.8.3 Based on the Capital Programme report to budget strategy group on the 25 January, 
indicative outturn capital expenditure was expected to be £114.362m, funded by 
government grant of £55.005m and borrowing of £59.357m. A further £41.795m of the 
programme was expected to be re-profiled from 2021/22 into 2022/23 of which £15.439m 
was to be funded from unsupported borrowing, £16.356m from grant/other and £10.0m of 
invest to save/self financing. 

3.9 Capital expenditure proposals 2022/23 

3.9.1 On the basis of the council’s priorities for capital investment, and having regard to the 
estimate of available resources, a capital programme amounting to £138.208m is 
proposed, as summarised in the table below: 

Table 30 Capital programme sources of funding in £m 

 Borrowing Grant/ other Total 

Place 84.195 37.995 122.190 

People 2.500 13.119 15.619 

Service reform 0.400 - 0.400 

Total Requirement 87.095 51.113 138.208 

 

A schedule of the schemes contained in the proposed capital programme is included at 
Appendix 6. 
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3.9.2 All new capital proposals have been subjected to scrutiny by Cabinet members. 

3.9.3 Approval to the proposed capital programme at this stage should therefore be seen as 
giving consent to an initial programme of those schemes that are at present contractually 
uncommitted proceeding to design and tender stage. Approval to commit capital 
expenditure on individual projects will continue to be referred to Procurement Board, as at 
present, to ensure that projects will only be committed if funding is available or certain to 
become available.  

3.9.4 It should be noted at this stage that the capital programme can be subject to change as the 
year unfolds, with new schemes being introduced as funding sources are confirmed and 
schemes being removed if the expected funding proves not to be available and 
expenditure forecasts change. 

3.9.5 The capital programme will be continuously reviewed during 2022/23 to reflect any 
significant variations that may arise, any new priorities that may emerge and the impact of 
2021/22 capital outturn.  

Regeneration  

3.9.6 Growth is a key priority for the city, and regeneration is a major driver for delivering the 
council’s inclusive economic growth agenda. The ability to influence and achieve economic 
growth in the city defines the council’s choices for capital investment.   

3.9.7 In the next 4 years, based on the current development pipeline, £4bn private sector 
investment into Salford is expected with 18,000 new houses and accompanying 
employment floor space being developed. Salford’s exceptional level of growth is forecast 
to continue at more or less the equivalent rate of the past decade with: 

 An extra 20,000 residents living in the city 

 Over £2bn GVA growth,  

 An additional 15,000 jobs 

 Increases in council tax and business rate revenue over the next decade to support the 
delivery of key Council services and address the significant financial impact on the Council 

as a result of the current pandemic. 

3.9.8 Salford Quays, Western Gateway and City Centre Salford, are the focus for investment, 
economic growth and job creation in the city, poised to deliver 40,000 new homes and 
40,000 new jobs by 2040.  The regeneration of Salford towns is part of the city’s strategic 
growth programme and work is starting on a new vision for Swinton and Eccles Town 
Centre as we continue to attract inward investment, create jobs and support existing 
businesses in the area as we reignite our economy post-coronavirus.  

3.9.9 The council also continues to work with a number of partners to deliver major housing 
change and offer across the city, notably in Pendleton, Ordsall, Lower Broughton and 
Charlestown/ Kersal.   

3.9.10 The council is driving new delivery models to provide truly affordable housing in Salford 
notably through investment in Derive and through the rolling out the Council’s own self 
build housing programme.  The direct delivery programme will deliver a choice of high 
design, high quality and energy efficient homes for the people of Salford to live in at social 
and affordable rents, as well as options for private rent and sale. Further investment will 
also continue to assess, develop and bring forward additional housing sites in the city. 
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3.9.11 The momentum of investment in the city continues at pace. The presence of many major 
developers, house builders and financial institutions investing within the city and working in 
partnership with the council creates the opportunity for the council to integrate resources 
and programmes effectively and to gear the use of the council’s own resources to 
maximise this investment potential. Careful targeting of the council’s resources can 
stimulate and shape other investment to promote the regeneration and economic growth of 
the city and better services.  

3.9.12 There are a significant number of projects underway or planned that will have major long-
term impact on the city, creating new employment, training opportunities and industries of 
the future. Current developments include Crescent, Salford Quays, Port Salford, New 
Bailey, Middlewood Locks and Greengate.   

3.9.13 The Greater Manchester Strategy and the devolution agenda bring new opportunities for 
investment; funds such as the Greater Manchester Investment Fund (GMIF), Northern 
Powerhouse Investment Fund and Housing Investment Fund will support business, 
investment and major infrastructure projects, alongside government funding opportunities 
such as Levelling Up and Shared Prosperity Fund. 

Transport and Infrastructure 

3.9.14 Significant and continued economic growth is creating significant transport and 
infrastructure challenges for Salford, but by meeting these challenges head on with 
commitment and creativity, transport and infrastructure can be an engine for economic 
growth whilst helping us achieve carbon reduction targets and improve the quality of life for 
everyone in Salford.  

3.9.15 The Greater Manchester Transport Strategy 2040 sets out an Infrastructure Programme 
that will, over the next decade, continue to underpin the overall Regeneration programme 
providing the critical infrastructure to enable major regeneration programmes to proceed 
and ensuring that we have a transport network that is fit for purpose, reliable, cost effective 
and safe for our residents and businesses alike. The majority of capital investment needed 
will come from sources outside the council including Department for Transport and other 
government funding (Including Network Rail and Highways England) matched with private 
sector investment driven by major regeneration schemes.  

3.9.16 Significant government transport and infrastructure funding will be available to the council 
via competitive bids direct to Government or as devolved funding to Greater Manchester 
via the City Region Sustainable Transport Fund. We are working closely with TfGM, other 
districts, the GM LEP and other partners (Network Rail and Highways Agency) to ensure 
that our priorities are understood, embedded in the wider GM programme and that our 
funding needs are met.  

3.9.17 Investment also continues to maintain and improve the City’s existing highway 
infrastructure and structural assets to ensure continued longevity of the assets and benefits 
of investment.   

Planning Policy and Climate Change  

3.9.18 Investment continues in developing a pipeline of proposals to bring forward a reduction in 
the council and other stakeholders carbon outputs. A key project to be delivered next year 
will be Solar Farm in Little Hulton followed by a hydroelectricity scheme at Charlestown 
weir 
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Schools 

3.9.19 The Education Asset Management Plan (AMP) sets out the need to provide high quality 
education in accommodation that stimulates a learning environment for school pupils and 
members of the community. A program of surveys informs the Condition related building 
priorities within Salford schools. 

3.9.20 The council’s capital programme for schools is largely driven by government funding 
initiatives to address increasing demand for pupil places within the City along with an 
annual capital maintenance grant to improve the condition of Salford’s school buildings. 

Health and Social Care 

3.9.21 The small amount of capital funding received from government grants is applied through 
the capital strategy with the aim of improving life chances and promoting the independence 
of people in Salford. There is a whole system approach towards health and social care in 
partnership with users and carers, Clinical Commissioning Group, NHS Trusts, the 
voluntary sector, independent providers and others to shape services across all areas. 

Environment  

3.9.22 The capital strategy is targeted at supporting the regeneration of the city, promoting health 
and wellbeing through the Parks for People strategy, addressing national targets with 
regards to waste management and recycling, meeting health and safety requirements in 
cemeteries and crematoria, and providing investment in the re-purposing or maintaining 
sustainability of key heritage and community assets.  The council’s financial commitment to 
transform Buile Hill mansion and the park is a specific priority that will be underway in 
2022/23.  Investment also continues to ensure good quality access into and around the 
city’s cemeteries.   

3.9.23 Investment continues to replace the council’s fleet to ensure effective operations of key 
services and where possible, to look to replace with lower emission vehicles as part of our 
commitment to reduce air pollution and improved air quality in the city. 

Regulatory Services 

3.9.24 The council continues to provide a range of interventions to support vulnerable residents to 
improve their homes, whether that be via small scale works or measures to tackle fuel 
poverty. We also continue to provide support to reduce the number of empty properties in 
the City by investment or enforcement action.  Interventions are also in place to reduce the 
impact of crime through target hardening or specific area-based security reduction 
initiatives.  

Property 

3.9.25 The capital strategy aims to ensure adequate investment in our property portfolio to ensure 
they are  fit for purpose in supporting services  to meet their plans and priorities, focussing 
currently on core operating sites, supported by other satellite offices. The office 
accommodation strategy also embraces the property requirements of new ways of working, 
opportunities to rationalise the estate, share accommodation with partners and new 
commercial investment.  The ability to respond and implement new and safe ways of 
working within a workspace context has also been accelerated as a result of the current 
pandemic. Ensuring council assets are compliant and provide a safe space for employees 
and users of these spaces is critical going forward. The council’s estate will also benefit 
from further de-carbonisation measures subject to securing additional Public Sector 
Decarbonisation Grant from GMCA  
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Leisure and Culture 

3.9.26 Capital investment is also focussed in sustaining and improving key cultural   assets, 
notably Salford Museum and Art Gallery, The Lowry and investment in our libraries.  
Leisure investment also continues by improving our outdoor grass pitch facilities and 
continuing to develop the new leisure centre at Pendleton, adding value and an additional 
amenity for residents as part of the wider transformation of the area. 

3.10 Capital expenditure proposals 2023-2025 

3.10.1 Capital expenditure beyond for 2023/24 and 2024/25 has provisionally been identified by 
services, but no commitment at this stage has been given to these schemes or level of 
funding.  

Table 31 Capital expenditure by internal and external sources of finance £m 

 2023/24 2023/24 2024/25 2024/25 Total 
 Internal External Internal External  

Total 
Requirement 

81.260 21.164 56.033 12.065 170.522 

 

3.11 Underlying assumptions 

3.11.1 A total of £26.070m will be borrowed using unsupported borrowing powers. The borrowing 
will be used in general support and the capital financing charges on that unsupported 
borrowing can be met from the revenue budget. Appropriate provision has been made in 
the General Fund revenue budget to fund the unsupported borrowing to be used in funding 
of the capital programme.  

3.11.2 Usable capital receipts estimated at £5.800m from asset disposals will be applied in the 
first instance to the repayment of historic unsupported borrowing accumulated from 
previous years in respect of General Fund capital expenditure  

3.12 Risks 

The key risks and the way in which they will be mitigated are set out below: - 

3.12.1 Any over-commitment of resources is not managed within the resources available. The 
management of individual service allocations allows for the tendency of capital 
programmes to under spend. Services are permitted to set over-programming levels to 
reflect this in the expectation that the outturn expenditure will be managed within the 
resource made available. This approach runs the risk of expenditure over-shooting the 
resources available, but limits are applied to the over-programming that reflects the level of 
contractually committed expenditure and provision for new starts. 

3.12.2 Unsupported borrowing will be over-committed or the cost of borrowing will increase 
making associated costs unaffordable to the revenue budget. Parameters have been 
established within which the use of unsupported borrowing as replacement for capital 
receipts will be managed so as to be affordable to the revenue budgets of both the General 
Fund and Housing Revenue Account. 

3.12.3 Government grants not being realised. Capital projects which are reliant on grant support 
will not be commissioned unless a grant approval has been received or is confidently 
expected. All proposed capital expenditure will be subject to the approval of the 
Procurement Board, who must be satisfied with the certainty of grant support.  
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3.12.4 Cost overruns. Current and forecast levels of inflation could impact upon the deliverability 
of schemes within existing allocations. Expenditure on capital schemes is monitored 
regularly with reports provided to lead members and Cabinet.  Services are expected to 
manage any cost overruns within overall resource allocations with permission for any 
virement of funds being requested in accordance with the council’s constitution. 
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4 Part 4 Prudential indicators 2021/22 to 2025/26 
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4.1 Background  

4.1.1 The Local Government Act 2003 requires each local authority to determine its own 
affordable borrowing limits and to have regard to specified codes of practice when 
determining these limits. 

4.1.2 Regulations issued pursuant to the Act endorsed a code of practice produced by CIPFA 
(the Prudential Code for Capital Finance) which a local authority should follow in 
determining its borrowing limits.  

4.1.3 This report therefore sets out the limits for 2022/23, and indicative values over the medium-
term, to establish the affordability of the council’s capital investment and treasury 
management plans. More detail is set out in the Treasury Management Strategy, Annual 
Investment Strategy and Minimum Revenue Provision Policy Statement which is also being 
presented to council. Limits are continuously monitored by the Chief Finance Officer. 

Table 32 Prudential limits 2021/22 to 2025/26 £m 

 
20/21 21/22 22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 

Capital Expenditure 86.0 114.4 180.0 102.4 68.1 20.0 

Capital financing requirement (CFR) 673.0 692.4 920.1 957.8 963.7 928.2 

Gross debt 531.2 538.0 779.6 840.8 856.7 831.3 

Annual Change in CFR             

Capital expenditure financing 60.1 59.4 272.5 81.3 56.0 20.0 

Debt repayment provision MRP -50.6 -39.9 -44.8 -43.6 -50.1 -55.6 

Total 9.5 19.4 227.6 37.7 6.0 -35.6 

 

4.1.4 The capital financing requirement is a measurement of the council’s underlying need to 
borrow to support its capital programme.  

4.1.5 The operational boundary limit for external debt reflects a prudent, but not worst case, 
scenario without the additional headroom included within the authorised limit. It is possible 
that the limit will be breached for specific, operational reasons, but any such breach would 
be reported to the Lead Member for Finance and Support Services at the first opportunity. 

Table 33 Treasury Indicators, the operational boundary £m 

Treasury Indicators 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 

Borrowing 577.7 663.9 717.8 740.1 756.1 731.2 

Other long-term liabilities 182.0 195.3 338.5 328.8 318.7 308.0 

Operational boundary total 759.7 859.2 1,056.3 1,068.8 1,074.8 1,039.2 

 

4.1.6 The authorised limit represents an absolute boundary that should meet all possible 
eventualities that may arise in the council’s treasury management activities. Authority is 
delegated to the Chief Finance Officer as Section 151 Officer to effect movement between 
the separately agreed limits for borrowing and other long-term liabilities, in urgent 
circumstances to exceed these limits without council approval, and to report any such 
changes to the council at its next meeting following the change. (NB. Such a course of 
action, if deemed necessary, is permitted within the CIPFA code). 
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Table 34 Treasury Indicators, the authorised limit £m 

Treasury Indicators 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 

Borrowing 760.7 791.2 819.9 842.1 807.1 731.2 

Other long-term liabilities 192.0 225.3 368.5 358.8 348.7 338.0 

Authorised limit total 952.7  1,016.5   1,188.4  1,200.9 1,155.8 1,069.2 

 

4.1.7 It has not been necessary to invoke this delegation since the inception of prudential 
borrowing on 1st April 2004 and, accordingly, there have been no breaches of these limits 
in 2021/22. 

4.1.8 Investment treasury indicator and limit - total principal funds invested for greater than 365 
days. These limits are set with regard to the Council’s liquidity requirements and to reduce 
the need for early sale of an investment and are based on the availability of funds after 
each year-end. 

Table 35 Upper limit for investments beyond 365 days £m 

  2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 year 
end 

Upper limit for investments 
beyond 365 days 

40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 0.0 

 

4.1.9 Maturity structure of borrowing - These gross limits are set to reduce the Council’s 
exposure to large fixed rate sums falling due for refinancing and are required for upper and 
lower limits. 
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Table 36 Maturity structure of borrowing 

  

        

Estimated 
position 
at year 

end 

    All Years     

Maturity structure for fixed rate borrowing   Upper 

Limit 

Lower 

Limit 

% £m 

Under 12 months   75% 0% 30% 160.0 

12 and within 24 months   50% 0% 21% 112.9 

24 months and within 5 years   50% 0% 4% 22.7 

5 years and within 10 years   50% 0% 8% 41.2 

10 years and above   100% 25% 37% 195.5 

            

Maturity structure for variable rate borrowing   Upper 
Limit 

Lower 
Limit 

% £m 

Under 12 months   10% 0% 0% 0.0 

12 and within 24 months   0% 0% 0% 0.0 

24 months and within 5 years   0% 0% 0% 0.0 

5 years and within 10 years   0% 0% 0% 0.0 

10 years and above   0% 0% 0% 0.0 
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5 Part 5 Summary of recommendations 
 

5.1.1 Members are requested to: 

1. Note and support the risk assessment of reserves and assumptions made in preparing the 
revenue budget for 2022/23, and accordingly approve a revenue budget of £206.565m 

2. Approve in accordance with the formal resolution set out in Appendix 4: 

a) That the revised revenue estimates for 2021/22 and 2022/23 as set out in this report be 
approved. 

b) That the council confirms the decision of the Lead Member for Finance and Support 
Services on 6 January 2022 to approve the calculation of 71,905 as the council’s council tax 
base for the year 2022/23 (Item T in the formula in Section 31B (1) of the Local Government 
Finance Act 1992, as amended). 

c) That the council confirms the action of the chief finance officer (s151 officer) in approving a 
business rates estimate which shows £83.070m as the council’s share of its retained 
business rates for 2022/23.  

d) That the following amounts be now calculated by the council for the year 2022/23 in 
accordance with Sections 31 to 36 of the Local Government Finance Act 1992 (the Act): 

1. £723,796,907  being the aggregate of the amounts which the council estimates for the 
items set out in Section 31A (2) of the Act representing the gross revenue budget of the 
council. 

 
2. £596,254,694  being the aggregate of the amounts which the council estimates for the 

items set out in Section 31A (3) of the Act  
 

3. £127,542,213 being the amount by which the aggregate at 1 above exceeds the 
aggregate at 2 above, calculated by the council, in accordance with Section 31A (4) of 
the Act, as its council tax requirement for the year. (Item R in the formula in Section 31A 
(4) of the Act).  

 
4. £1,773.76  being the amount at 3 above, divided by Item T ((b) above) calculated by 

the council, in accordance with Section31B (1) of the Act, as the basic amount of its 
council tax for the year. 

 
3. Approve the HRA budget for 2022/23 as set out in Part 2 

a) Identifies that the estimated outturn expenditure for 2021/22 is expected to have a 
contribution to HRA reserves of £0.020m and consequently the balances held in reserve at 

31 March 2022 are forecasted to be £7.187m. 

b) Identifies that the City Mayor has approved a 4.1% increase in rents for 2022/23 based 

upon the government’s formula of CPI plus 1%. 

 

4. Request that each Lead Member and Strategic Director monitors expenditure against budget to 
ensure that overall net expenditure is contained within budget, and for the Lead Member for 
Finance and Support Services and the Chief Finance Officer (s151 officer) to report to Overview 
and Scrutiny Board on progress with the budget on a corporate basis 
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5. Approve a capital programme of £138.208m for 2022/23 and the proposed sources of funding 
as set out in Part 3 and detailed in Appendix 6, and require all capital proposals  be referred to 
the Procurement Board for approval as required by the constitution, supported by detailed 
funding arrangements, prior to contractual commitments being made. 

6. Approve the treasury management prudential indicators for 2021/22 to 2025/26 as set out in 
Part 4.  

7. Approve the delegation of authority to the Chief Finance Officer (S151 officer) after consultation 
with Lead Member for Finance and Support Services and the City Mayor, to make any 
necessary technical adjustments to the figures upon receipt of any further details associated to 
the final Local Government Finance Settlement. 

 

Paul Dennett 

City Mayor 
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6 Appendices 
 

Appendices 

Re: part 1 – The revenue budget and council tax levy 2022/23 

1. 2021/22 financial performance 

2. Risk assessment of general reserves  

3. 2022/23 revenue budget  

4. Formal resolutions – 2022/23 council tax 

Re: part 2 – Housing Revenue Account (HRA) revenue budget 2022/23 

5. Summary of HRA forecast outturn 2021/22 and budget 2022/23 

Re: part 3 –Capital programme 2022/23 

6. Capital programme 2022/23 – proposed programme  
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Appendix 1 2021/22 financial performance 
2021/22 service group allocations and variations from the approved budget 

Services  Revised 
estimate 
2021/22 

Provisional 
outturn 
2021/22 

Variation  

 
£'000 £'000 £'000 

People (Children's) - GF 97,337 102,790 5,453 

People (Adults) 66,918 67,520 602 

Place 48,521 48,521 0 

Service Reform 11,677 13,523 1,846 

Public Health 19,282 19,282 0 

Precepts and Charges  38,441 38,441 0 

Capital Financing  38,207 36,707 -1,500 

Net cost of services  320,383 326,784 6,401 
    

Central costs: 
   

Reversal of depreciation charges -36,934 -36,934 0 

Contribution to / (from) specific reserves, funds 
and provisions 

-38,610 -21,925 16,685 

Use of PFI, new homes bonus and other specific 
non ring-fenced grants 

-68,682 -82,362 -13,680 

Dividend income 0 0 0 

Pay/price inflation/efficiencies and centrally held 
grants 

19,207 10,127 -9,080 

Other non-distributed costs including prior year 
pension costs and notional financing 
adjustments 

2,255 1,929 -326 

Central costs total -122,764 -129,165 -6,401     

Public Health grant funded from BRRS  -21,984 -21,984 0 
 

175,635 175,635 0  
      

Transfer to / (from) General Fund reserves  0 0 0  
      

Net expenditure 175,635 175,635 0 

 

The revised estimate is the council’s budget forecast at November 2021. It is an updated version of 
the budget originally approved for 2021/22, adjusted for the latest information at the time. Revisions 
include allocations from the provision for inflation and contingencies for items which were provided 
for in the original budget but not allocated to service groups at that time. 

The variation between the revised estimate and the forecast outturn relate to items identified in the 
budget monitoring exercise and detailed in the following table. 
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Variation from the approved budget to provisional outturn budget in £000 

Approved budget 2021/22 
 

175,635 

Major service variations 
  

People (Children's) - GF       

Youth Service/ Localities 278  

Complex Needs SEN 324  

Children’s integrated fund risk share (Mainly driven by LAC, SEN 
transport and continuing impact of Covid) 

4,851  

 
 5,453 

People (Adults)   

Adults integrated fund risk share  602  

  602 

Place   

Planning and Transport -1,996  

Housing, Communities and Neighbourhoods -34  

Environment and Community Safety 1,790  

Culture and Leisure 390  

Regeneration -24  

Property -126  
 

 0 

Service Reform   

Service Divisions 1,461  

Housing Benefits 385  
 

 1,846 

Public Health   
 

0  
 

 0 

Precepts and Charges   
 

0   
 0 

Capital Financing   

Capital Financing -1,500  

  -1,500 

Variation in service costs  6,401 

Central costs   

Business Rates Covid section 31 grants for use in 22/23 13,680  

Covid-19 funding to be applied in future years 3,005  

Additional Business Rates Covid section 31 grants -13,680  

Covid-19 grant funding retained corporately -9,080  

Pension increase charges -326  

  -6,401 

Outturn budget 2021/22  175,635 
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Table 37 Forecast general fund reserves in £m 

General fund reserves 

Balance as at 31 March 2021 13.2 

Add: 
 

Planned call on reserves in 21/22 0.0 

Estimated balance as at 31 March 2022 13.2 
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Appendix 2 - Risk assessment of general reserves 

2021/22 Provision 
Risk assessment of reserves 2022/23 

Reserves requirement 

Minimum Desirable Area of 
Expenditure 

Explanation of Risk/Justification for Reserves Minimum Desirable 

£000s £000s   £000s £000s 

1,123 4,043 Pay The employers offer of a 1.75% pay award has been rejected by the 
unions, talks are ongoing. If the pay award is not kept within the existing 
budgetary provision, there may be additional pressure on the general 
fund. 

1,404 2,538 

550 850 Prices The budget assumes that price inflation can be managed by service 
groups within a zero cash-limited increase or specific inflation allowances. 
It is acknowledged that the level of recent and expected future savings 
requirements, together with the policy of no increases for general inflation 
makes it increasingly difficult for services to absorb price inflation 
pressures. This position will be especially difficult in 2022/23 

1,053 4,210 

750 1,000 Repairs and 
maintenance 

The requirement to make previous savings relating to our property 
portfolio while at the same time absorbing price inflation and applying 
restrictions on discretionary spending areas has resulted in a substantial 
reduction in the level of repairs and maintenance in recent years.  

250 500 
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2021/22 Provision 
Risk assessment of reserves 2022/23 

Reserves requirement 

Minimum Desirable Area of 
Expenditure 

Explanation of Risk/Justification for Reserves Minimum Desirable 

£000s £000s   £000s £000s 

2,500 4,700 Integrated 
health and care 
fund pooled 
budget 
(combined) 

The council and its integrated care system partners have successfully 
worked over many years to rethink and redesign services to make support 
to our residents more economic, efficient and effective and person-
centred. The fund has significant pressures to manage. 
 

2,500 4,500 

4,000 6,000 Government 
funding 

This risk relates to a wholesale review of local government funding for 
2023/24 and thereafter.  This risk is usually recognised in advance in our 
budget projections, but the degree of uncertainty is greater than normal in 
2023/24. 

4,000 6,000 

500 1,000 Business Rates 
Retention 
Scheme (BRRS) 

The council has seen an increase in both the cost of appeals and 
aggressive business rate avoidance tactics. The risk has decreased as 
the number of reliefs is expected to increase. 

1,250 2,500 

2,210 4,420 Non-
achievement of 
savings 

The risk assessment continues to recognise the pressure put on council 
services by the cumulative effects of savings proposals. 

1,450 2,900 
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2021/22 Provision 
Risk assessment of reserves 2022/23 

Reserves requirement 

Minimum Desirable Area of 
Expenditure 

Explanation of Risk/Justification for Reserves Minimum Desirable 

£000s £000s   £000s £000s 

1,000 1,500 Other 
unforeseen 
expenditure or 
income 
shortfall 

There is a risk that unexpected events may arise which require 
expenditure to be incurred or income to be foregone, that have not been 
budgeted for. In this regard, CIPFA recommend that sufficient 
contingency is kept to meet emergencies that are not covered by other 
means such as insurance, including Covid. The risk assessment is based 
broadly on 0.5% of the net revenue budget for cover for low risk, 0.75% 
for medium risk and 1% for high risk. 

1,000 1,500 

12,633 23,513 Total   12,907 24,648 
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Appendix 3 2022/23 revenue budget 
  

2022/23 service group allocations and variations from the approved budget  
Revised 
estimate 
2021/22 

Revised 
estimate 
2022/23 

Variation 

Services £'000 £'000 £'000 

People (Children's) - GF 97,337 101,407 4,070 

People (Adults) 66,918 70,465 3,547 

Place 48,521 48,446 -75 

Service Reform 11,677 11,676 -1 

Public Health 19,282 18,999 -283 

Precepts and Charges 38,441 38,933 492 

Capital Financing  38,207 38,237 30 

Net cost of services  320,383 328,163 7,780 
    

Central costs: 
   

Reversal of depreciation charges  -36,934 -36,934 0 

Contribution to / (from) specific reserves, funds and 
provisions 

-38,610 -15,629 22,981 

Use of new homes bonus and other specific non ring 
fenced grants 

-68,682 -68,833 -151 

Dividend income 0 0 0 

Unallocated pay/price inflation/efficiencies and 
centrally held grants 

19,207 20,144 937 

Other non distributed costs including prior year 
pension costs and notional financing adjustments 

2,255 2,255 0 

Central costs total -122,764 -98,997 23,767 
    

Public Health grant funded from BRRS -21,984 -22,601 -617 
 

175,635 206,565 30,930     

Transfer to / (from) General Fund reserves  0 0 0     

Net expenditure 175,635 206,565 30,930 

 

A subjective analysis of the above variation is shown in the following table: 
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Analysis of budget changes 2021/22 to 2022/23 

 £m £m 
2021/22 approved budget   175.635 

Inflationary and other increases outside the direct control of the 
council 

    

Pay awards 3.403   

Pay - increments 0.220   

National Insurance contribution rate increase 1.085   

Pension fund 0.425   

Price inflation 1.313   

    6.446 

Service issues     

Other service commitments – revenue maintenance of capital 
projects etc 

0.737   

Adult and Children's social care provision 8.330   

    9.067 

Government funding issues     

New Homes Bonus grant 1.945   

One off Services grant for 22/23 -5.007   

Social Care grant increase -3.728   

Other specific grant changes -0.407   

    -7.197 

Investments and savings     

2022/23 investments and savings -1.703   

    -1.703 

Financing adjustments     

Capital Financing costs 1.000   

Treasury Management debt costs -1.300   

Reserve changes 6.805   

Smoothing strategy reserve 0.665   

Business Rates S31 grant reserve 17.147   

Collection Fund reserve 0.000   

    24.317 

2022/23 revenue budget   206.565 
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Appendix 4 Formal resolutions - 2022/23 council tax 
a) That the revised revenue estimates for the year 2021/22 and 2022/23 as set out in this report 

be approved. 

b) That the council confirms the decision of the Lead Member for Finance and Support Services 
on 6 January 2022 to approve the calculation of 71,905 as the council’s council tax base for the 
year 2022/23 (Item T in the formula in Section 31B (1) of the Local Government Finance Act 
1992, as amended). 

c) That the council confirms the action of the chief finance officer (s151 officer) in approving a 
business rates estimate which shows £83.070m as the council’s share of its retained business 
rates for 2022/23.  

d) That the following amounts be now calculated by the council for the year 2022/23 in 
accordance with Sections 31 to 36 of the Local Government Finance Act 1992 (the Act): 

1. £723,796,907 being the aggregate of the amounts which the council estimates for the 
items set out in Section 31A (2) of the Act representing the gross revenue budget of the 
council. 

 
2. £596,254,694 being the aggregate of the amounts which the council estimates for the 

items set out in Section 31A (3) of the Act  
 

3. £127,542,213 being the amount by which the aggregate at 1 above exceeds the 
aggregate at 2 above, calculated by the council, in accordance with Section 31A (4) of the 
Act, as its council tax requirement for the year. (Item R in the formula in Section 31A (4) of 
the Act).  

 
4. £1,773.76 being the amount at 3 above, divided by Item T ((b) above) calculated by 

the council, in accordance with Section31B (1) of the Act, as the basic amount of its council 
tax for the year. 
 

(e) The amounts attributable to the valuation bands as shown in the following table being the 
amounts given by multiplying the amount at (d)4 above by the number which, in the proportion set 
out in Section 5(1) of the Act, is applicable to dwellings listed in a particular valuation band divided 
by the number which in that proportion is applicable to dwellings listed in valuation band D, 
calculated by the council, in accordance with Section 36(1) of the Act, as the amounts to be taken 
into account for the year in respect of categories of dwellings listed in different valuation bands. 
 
Table 38 Basic amount of counci tax for the year £ 

A minus A B C D E F G H 

985.42 1,182.51 1,379.59 1,576.68 1,773.76 2,167.93 2,562.10 2,956.27 3,547.52 

 
5. That it be noted that for the year 2022/23 the Greater Manchester mayor has stated the 

following amounts in precepts issued to the council, in accordance with Section 40 of the 
Local Government Finance Act 1992, for each of the categories of the dwellings shown 
below. 
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Precept Valuation bands 

Table 39 Mayoral Police and Crime Commissioner Precept £ 

A minus A B C D E F G H 

126.83 152.20 177.56 202.93 228.30 279.03 329.76 380.50 456.60 

 

Table 40 Mayoral General Precept (including Fire Services) £ 

A minus A B C D E F G H 

57.19 68.63 80.07 91.51 102.95 125.82 148.70 171.58 205.90 

 

6. That, having calculated the aggregate in each case of the amounts at 4(e) and 5 above, the 
council, in accordance with Sections 30 and 36 of the Local Government Finance Act 1992, 
hereby sets the following amounts as the amounts of council tax for the year 2022/23 for 
each of the categories of dwellings shown below: 

 

Table 41 2022/23 council tax £ 

A minus A B C D E F G H 

1,169.44 1,403.34 1,637.22 1,871.12 2,105.01 2,572.78 3,040.56 3,508.35 4,210.02 
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Appendix 5 Housing revenue account (HRA) forecast outturn 

2021/22 and budget 2022/23 
 

HRA 
2021/22 

Original Budget 
2021/22 Outturn 

Forecast 

2022/23 
Estimated 

Budget 

 

£000 £000 £000 

Expenditure 

   
Recharge to HRA including strategy 225 300 229 

Private Finance Initiative - 
implementation 

289 278 302 

Central Internal Recharges 219 219 219 

Contribution to capital programme 150 70 150 

Provision for bad debts 190 187 258 

Other costs including SLAs 88 52 58 

Loan charges/interest 1 49 49 

PFI 14,091 13,997 14,239 

Contribution to/(from) balances 0 20 0 

Expenditure - total 15,253 15,172 15,504 

Income 
   

Rental income (5,335) (5,375) (5,453) 

Other income (1,029) (921) (911) 

PFI credits (7,511) (7,511) (7,511) 

Proceeds from Salix transfer (1,308) (1,365) (1,160) 

Contribution from PFI reserves (70) 0 (469) 

Income - total (15,253) (15,172) (15,504) 

Net budget 0 0 0 
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Appendix 6 2022/23 Capital programme - by service 
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Service / scheme name Self-
financing/ 
Invest to 

save 

Unsupported 
borrowing 

Grant/ external 
finance 

Total 

 £m £m £m £m 

Regeneration total - 2.457 7.160 9.617 

Pre-implementation: Development  - 0.150 - 0.150 

City Centre Salford  - 0.275 7.100 7.375 

Quays / MCUK - 0.750 0.060 0.810 

Strategic Place Making  - 0.025 - 0.025 

Regeneration  - capitalised salaries  - 1.257 - 1.257 

      

Infrastructure total - 0.937 10.000 10.937 

Pre implementation: Infrastructure  - 0.050 - 0.050 

Quays / MediaCity - Trafford Road - 0.887 - 0.887 

Strategic Connections -  - - 10.000 10.000 

      

Housing Strategy total 52.836 2.116 16.373 71.325 

Council self-build: pipeline 
development  

- 0.100 - 0.100 

Council self-build delivery: (identified 
sites) 

15.224 - 10.680 25.904 

Council self-build delivery: (future 
sites) 

30.000 - - 30.000 

HRA programme  4.567 - 5.693 10.260 

Derive 3.045 1.876 - 4.921 

Housing strategy - capitalised costs  - 0.140 - 0.140 

      

Regulatory Services total - 1.268 - 1.268 

Housing Crime Reduction  - 0.100 - 0.100 

Home Improvement Agency  - 0.150 - 0.150 

Affordable Warmth - 0.012 - 0.012 

Handyperson  - 0.350 - 0.350 

Empty Properties  - 0.050 - 0.050 

Regulatory services  - capitalised 
costs 

- 0.606 - 0.606 

      

Planning policy & climate change 
total 

2.189 0.628 0.984 3.801 

Pre-implementation – zero carbon - 0.100 - 0.100 

Kenyon Way solar farm & 
Charlestown weir 

2.189 - 0.984 3.173 

Planning and climate change - 
capitalised costs 

- 0.528 - 0.528 

      

Property total 6.000 6.365 0.470 12.835 

Acquisition fund - 4.665 - 4.665 

Buile Hill Mansion  - 0.700 - 0.700 

100 Embankment workspace 3.500 - - 3.500 

Salford Royal - MSCP  2.500 - - 2.500 
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Service / scheme name Self-
financing/ 
Invest to 

save 

Unsupported 
borrowing 

Grant/ external 
finance 

Total 

 £m £m £m £m 

Property capitalised costs  - 0.275 - 0.275 

Carbon management - pipeline 
development  

- 0.100 0.470 0.570 

MyWork - 0.625 - 0.625 

      

Environment total - 2.565 0.140 2.705 

Greenspace & Streetscene:   - 0.575 - 0.575 

Bereavement infrastructure - 0.051 - 0.051 

Citywide - 0.129 - 0.129 

Fleet replacement  - refuse vehicles  - 1.810 - 1.810 

      

Highways total - 5.537 1.800 7.337 

Highways maintenance  - 1.980 - 1.980 

Highways Investment Programme & 
Construction Schemes  

- 0.702 - 0.702 

Lester Road Carriageway 
Refurbishment  

- 0.525 - 0.525 

Crash Barrier Investment Programme  - 0.120 - 0.120 

Flood Risk Management - 0.250 - 0.250 

Structures - Adopted / Non-adopted - 1.500 0.500 2.000 

Highway Design  - - 0.500 0.500 

CRSTS maintenance - - 0.800 0.800 

Fleet replacement  - highways 
vehicles  

- 0.460 - 0.460 

      

SCL / Leisure total - 1.297 1.068 2.365 

Pendleton Leisure Centre  - 0.734 0.670 1.404 

SMAG Development Work - 0.114 0.162 0.276 

Library Improvement Plan - 0.035 0.096 0.131 

Outdoor Sports - Grass Playing 
Pitches  

- 0.140 0.140 0.280 

Lowry - 0.274 - 0.274 

      

PLACE TOTAL 61.025 23.170 37.995 122.190 

      

Children's total - 2.500 9.619 12.119 

Basic Need - - 0.369 0.369 

Capital maintenance - - 1.750 1.750 

PRU new build - 1.000 - 1.000 

Investment in assets - 1.500 7.500 9.000 

      

Adults total - - 3.500 3.500 

Disabled Facilities Grant (DFG) - - 3.500 3.500 

      

PEOPLE TOTAL - 2.500 13.119 15.619 
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Service / scheme name Self-
financing/ 
Invest to 

save 

Unsupported 
borrowing 

Grant/ external 
finance 

Total 

 £m £m £m £m 

      

      

Digital and customer services total - 0.400 - 0.400 

Hardware refresh - 0.400 - 0.400 

      

SERVICE REFORM TOTAL - 0.400 - 0.400 

      

CAPITAL PROGRAMME TOTAL 61.025 26.070 51.113 138.208 

     

 


